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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this work is improving breast cancer detection via digital mammography. Breast 

cancer is potentially treatable if it is detected early. Digital mammography is widely believed to 

be a promising solution to problems faced by conventional mammography, but the advantages of 

digital are partially negated by the limitations of Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) displays. 

The purpose of this work was to develop a computer based method (CAMPI - Computer 

Analysis of Mammography Phantom Images) for accurately measuring the image quality of video 

displays used in digital mammography. The significance of this ability is that it will enable 

optimization of display image quality. Since the display is the weak link in digital mammography, 

display optimization is expected to lead to better mammographer performance in detecting breast 

cancer. The scope of this research is developing efficient, accurate, and objective methodology 

for measuring display performance. 

The original proposal mvolved application of the CAMPI algorithm, developed by the PI, to 

digital images of a mammography x-ray phantom that were displayed on the monitor and imaged 

by a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera. This approach turned out to be sub-optimal. We 

have improved significantly on this idea and implemented a method which is more suitable for 

display evaluation than the original CAMPI b^ed idea. This method has been applied to 

investigate the image quality of two digital mammography monitors with different phosphors. 

Additionally the effect of CRT luminance and pixel contrast has been measured for both 

monitors. The measurements are remarkably precise, allowing quantitative dependencies to be 

accurately demonstrated, to an extent never before possible. We believe this method is novel and 

particularly advantageous for Advanced Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD) displays that 

are being introduced for mammography, and plan to pursue this in future work. 

The last annual report on this project was filed September 2001 and was accepted by the Army, 

with the recommendation that a revised SOW be included with future reports. 

For convenience of reporting the numerical order of the tasks has been altered from the last 

report. The latter are referred to by their Original T^k numbers. Indicated are the primary 

persons responsible for each task. 



APPROVED TASKS / REVISED SOW 

1. Acquire the CCD images (Roehrig) 

2. Modify CAMPI software to analyze the CCD images and obtain SNR (Chakraborty) 

3. Optimize the CCD acquisition method (Roehrig) 

4. Quantify the image qualify degradation due to the CCD acquisition (Roehrig) 

5. Predict SNR measurements from available Fourier measurements and make bridging 

measurements (Chakraborfy and Roehrig) 
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TASK: PERFORM IMAGE ACQUISITIONS 

Use of CCD Camera for CRT and LCD evaluation 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of CCD acquisition of test-pattem images from a display. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic and a picture of the CCD camera ready to take a picture of the display. 

We setup the display on an optical table and mounted the CCD camera on an x-y-z translation 

stage. Then we stabilized, aligned and balanced the display and the camera with the help of an 

alignment laser, straight-edges and right-angle L-brackets. We also cleaned the display screen 

before the me^urement, in order to remove finger prints. 

Focusing the camera 

Typically the camera is focused on the center of the display at the desired magnification ratio or 

pixel-ratio. Here the magnification ratio refers to the number of CCD pixels wliich cover (or 

"sample" the shape of) one display pixel. 

In order to get a good focus, we use F# 2.8 for the relative lens aperture because the depth of 

focus at F# 2.8 is smaller than that at F# 16 and one finds the optimum focus position more 

easily. Once the optimum focus position is found the relative lens aperture is changed to F# 16 for 

taking the images of interest to this project. A relative lens aperture of F#16 is used in order to 



reduce the veiling glare effect of the lens, and at the same time we achieve a larger depth of focus 

in case there are focusing errors. 

The actual focusing procedure is a quantitative one and is as follows. First we display a vertical 

square wave pattern with a spatial frequency 1-vertical display line-on-1-vertical display line-off 

and then take an image of this pattern with the camera. In setting up the square wave pattern on 

the display, we make sure that the pattern fits easily into the field of view of the camera. We find 

the magnification ratio by counting the linear number of CCD pixels making up image of the 

square-wave test pattern on the CCD image in the horizontal direction and we relate this to the 

linear number of display pixels, making up the square-wave pattern in the horizontal direction. If 

the ratio of CCD pixels to CRT pixels is not the desired value, we change the camera to display 

distance, focus again and find the new value. This process is repeated until the desired pixel ratio 

is found. Notice that this procedure is very time consuming and was a big factor in finding the 

optimum pixel ratio! 

We find the optimum focus position quantitatively by calculating the statistics of the CCD image, 

i.e., the sample standard deviation. Here the idea is, the higher the sample standard deviation, the 

sharper is the image and the better is the focus. We assume that the camera is well focused when 

the sample standard deviation reaches the maximum. From our experience, it is an objective and 

practical method to make very fine adjustments for the focus. When the optimum focus is 

reached, we switch the relative lens aperture to F# 16. 

Images were acquired and transferred to CD ROM. Additional luminance calibration data was 

acquired, see Appendix 1, which allowed the analysis to account for the non-linear transfer 

characteristic of the display monitor. These are described later in connection with the analysis of 

these images. The CD-ROM was mailed to the PI. This procedure mas repeated (using different 

test patterns) several times as needed. 



TASK: MODIFY CAMPI SOFTWARE TO ANALYZE THE 

CCD IMAGES 
The original plan called for CAMPI measurements of image quality using the ACR (American 

College of Radiology) phantom. CAMPI is a method developed by the PI (Chakraborty and 

Eckert 1995, Chakraborty 1997, Chakraborty, 1999), which enables accurate measurement of the 

image quality based on analysis of mammography phantom images. As outlined in the Year 1 

and Year 2 reports, and as noted in the last review, we made major improvements over the 

originally proposed method by switching irom phantom images to test patterns. 

Test patterns are computer generated digital images with known pixel values. The use of test- 

patterns is impossible in the context of x-ray image quality measurement, where one wishes to 

include x-ray factors and therefore must use a phantom that interacts with the x-ray beam. 

CAMPI was originally developed for x-ray image quality measurements. The CRT/CCD-camera 

combination in Fig. 1 is a transducer that transforms an input pixel distribution (the Display 

Driving Levels, or DDLs) into an output pixel distribution (CCD pixel values). To evaluate the 

fidelity of this transducer it is only necessary to apply known input pixel distributions, measure 

the resulting output pixel distributions, and determine the image degradation by comparing the 

two distributions. Using a phantom, m originally planned, would have included extraneous noise 

(x-ray and other) and other degradations, which would have obfiiscated effects due to the CRT 

that we wanted to measure. 

By switching to test patterns we also made significant progress towards Original Task 4 

(predicting measured SNR from the Fourier measurements). For a test pattern the targets, 

locations and background are all known exactly. In the jargon of Signal detection Theory the 

test-pattern task is a Signal Kjtiown Exactly, Background Known Exactly and Location Known 

Exactly Task, abbreviated to SKE/BKE/LKE. For such tasks the problem of calculating the SNR 

has been solved (Burgess, 1990). Indeed, several ideal observer models (Eckstein, Abbey, et al. 

2000) are available to calculate the SNR in the SKE/BKE/LKE task. In this manner by switching 

to test-patterns we leveraged work done by other investigators. The down side of this, and other 

important changes described below, was that we had to essentially rewrite all of our CAMPI 

code, and spend much more time on this task than originally anticipated. 

The CAMPI approach is based on an idea we had originally proposed^ that signal detectability, as 

quantified by SNR of targets, chosen to resemble objects of clinical relevance on a uniform 



background, be used as image quality metrics. For example, the object to be detected could be a 

disk similar to a microcalcification speck. One measures the cross correlation (the summed 

product of corresponding pixel values) of the image of the disk with a template (the idealized 

target pixel value distribution), when the template is aligned with the image of the disk\ 

Similarly, one measures the noise cross correlation when the template is positioned at non-target 

sites. The ratio of the target cross-correlation to the standard deviation of the noise cross 

correlation is the desired SNR for detection of the disk object on a uniform background. 

A related idea was proposed by Tapiovaara and Wagner (Tapiovaara and Wagner, 1993) who 

showed that by using an appropriately blurred (via the system MTF - Modulation Transfer 

Function) target as the template one obtains the non-pre-whitening matched filter (NPWMF) 

SNR, The TW template determining procedure involves acquiring two images, with and without 

a target. If the images are registered so that the backgrounds structures line up, the difference 

image is an estimate of the template. They also developed methodology for calculating the SNR 

of the NPWMF ideal observer. This type of model observer is ideal (in the Bayesian sense) if the 

noise is white. (For non-white noise, the corresponding filter is the pre-whitening matched filter, 

implementation of which requires knowledge of the NFS -Noise Power Spectra - of the imaging 

system.) Besides their original apphcation to fluoroscopic image quality (Tapiovaara, 1993), we 

know of only one other application of the method to medical imaging, namely the CAMPI 

method developed by us (while not identical to the TW method, see below, the CAMPI method is 

closely related to it). 

As originally planned, the first experiment was done with images of the ACR phantom and 

slightly modified CAMPI software (see Reportable Outcomes: Chakraborty, Sivaradrappa and 

Roehrig, 1999), These measurements were restricted to one monitor and difficult to interpret 

quantitatively, as the input images were x-ray images, whose signal and noise characteristics were 

unknown. 

When we realized that test patterns would be a superior approach, we designed appropriate 

patterns. We wished to maintain relevance to mammography, where relevant ACR phantom 

objects are microcalcifications, fibers and masses. The first-pass test-patterns consisted of 25 

identical targets, each consisting of a periodic array of target elements, which were either dots or 

horizontal or vertical line-segments, or disk-shaped objects of varying radii. An image of a 

The alignment step is critical to achieving high-accuracy SNR measurements, A strong feature of CAMPI 
(as noted independently by Dr. Bob Jennings, FDA) is its high accuracy alignment routine. 



horizontal line pattern is shown in Fig. 2. Tliree background values were used with DDL values 

of 55,127 and 200, and each uniform field was imaged 15 times by the CCD camera. The pixel 

value difference between the target and the background was varied, as was the spacing between 

the target elements. 

These images were analyzed by a 

modified CAMPI algorithm. The 

template used was the input test- 

pattern (in retrospect this was 

incorrect, as we should use the 

test-pattern appropriately blurred 

by the system MTF - this was 

corrected later, see below). 

By this time we also started 

realizing that the CRT produces 

an image that is ftmdamentallv 

different from a film image 

(produced by an x-ray machine, or 

digitized film, or direct digital 

images). A uniform object imaged 

by an x-ray machine will yield essentially uniform pixel values, apart from random noise. 

However, the image of a uniform test-pattern 

displayed on a monitor is not uniform, but 

contains superposed scan-lines. The scan- 

lines are readily evident in Fig. 2. This type of 

superimposed pattern is termed stationary 

structured noise. To suppress this effect a 

crude scan-line suppression algorithm was 

implemented (this is described in detail later). 

The SNR calculation consisted of calculating 

the cross-correlation of the template (one of 

the 25 identical targets in the input test 

pattern) with each of the 25 targets in the CCD image (as shown in Fig. 2). This was repeated for 

the 15 background only images, at 25 locations per background image. The 25 target samples and 

Fig. 2: example of a test-pattern with horizontal lines 
with a spacing of 2 pixels. 

Fig. 3: non-linear dependence of SNR (y- 
axis) on dot-contrast. The solid line is an 
exponential fit. 

10 



the 375 (15 X 25) background samples were used to calculate the SNR in the manner described 

above. In all 162 target-containing CCD images and 45 (3x15) background images were 

analyzed. Two abstracts were submitted to the DOD conference (see Reportable Outcomes). We 

found that for high-contrast signals the P-45 phosphor did better than P-104, except at the highest 

luminance, where the reverse was true. We also noted that the dependence of SNR on target 

contrast was non-linear. An exponential function yielded a beautifiil fit (see Fig. 3)! The SNR 

increased with contrast, but it appeared to level off, and in some cases (depending on the monitor 

or luminance) it even showed a maximum, beyond which SNR actually decre^ed with increasing 

dot contrast! This was very surprising. 

Our criteria for "success" were repeatability, monotonic behavior and linearity of SNR with pixel 

contrast. Since SNR has signal in the numerator, it must scale linearly with contrast. The non- 

linear dependence raised our suspicion. Also some of the SNR values were noisy. 

For a while we suspected imperfections in the critical alignment routines. This led to a 

redesigned test-pattern (shown in Fig. 4 for the special case of dot-targets) that included fiducial 

markers (hi^ contrast 

single pixel dots positioned 

aroimd the comers of each 

of the square signal areas, to 

aid in the alignment. This 

necessitated significant 

changes in the code, new 

images had to be acquired 

and analyzed, but it turned 

out that this did not solve 

the problem; in fact it made 

the alignment problem 

worse. In retrospect, to 

obtain good alignment one 

needs a lot of gray level 

information within the 

region that is used for 

alignment (so that mismatches in the information are easily noticed). One does better using the 

information within the target region itself to align it. 
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Fig. 4: redesigned test-pattern to reduce alignment errors. This 
was unsuccessful. 
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The preceding analysis used only 25 samples per target type. To reduce the noise we needed more 

samples. To obtain more samples we decided to concentrate on the dot-targets. Fig. 4, and regard 

each of the dots within each of the 25 target-groups as a target. This would only work for those 

images where the spacing between the dots was large; we used the 4-pixel spacing knages already 

acquired. Now the number of signals (and noise) w^ larger by a factor of 16! The results from 

this test run were spectacular: the non-linear trend w^ still present, but the variability in the SNR 

values was much lower. 

The logical conclusion of the success with the single dot measurements was to redesign the test 

pattern to consist only of dots, and to use a fairly large spacing (we compromised at 6-pixel 

spacing). Also instead of only one target image, we decided to use multiple number of target 

acquisitions and an equal number of background acquisitions. After some experimentation we 

decided on acquiring 3 targets and three background acquisitions for each test pattern. A typical 

test-pattern with the new design is shown in Fig, 5, Images are shown for both monitors and all 

three background values. No fiducial marks are needed, as each dot is individually aligned to the 

dot-template. 

12 
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Figure 5: Shown are representative CCD images of the test patterns for the P-45 
monitor (left colirain) and the P-104 monitor (right column) at three backgroimd 
pixel values: 55 (top row), 127 (middle row) and 200 (bottom row) respectively. The 
target test patterns consisted of single pixel "dots" spaced by 6 pixels in each 
direction and were imaged at a magnification of 8. 
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Scan-Line Registration 

Another improvement came with our realization that the conventional TW method may not work 

for devices with significant stationary structured noise, e.g., scan-lines. When scan-lines are 

present in the target and background images, care has to he taken before subtracting them by 

first aligning the scan-lines, and also normalizing them to equal amplitudes. If this is not done 

then the scan-lines will not cancel and we will be left with a scan-line contaminated template. In 

hindsight, proper background alignment is implicit to a correct implementation of the TW method 

but the TW paper does not mention this point, as they were not dealing with raster-scan displays. 

We used one target image containing 600 single pixel dots, and a corresponding background test- 

pattern to estimate the template. The template is a single pixel dot (magnified by a factor of 8 by 

the CCD camera optics) and appears as a quasi-Gaussian blur as shown in the top-left figure of 

Fig. 7 (which is taken from Chakraborty, Fan et al, 2003, see Reportable Outcomes). Notice the 

ripples at the base of the diagram, due to imperfect subtraction of the scan-lines. 

The contaminated template can give mysterious results depending on how well the residual-scan- 

lines in the template align with the scan-lines in the image whose SNR is to be measured. 

Therefore we developed a critical step to suppress the scan-lines m the template. The details are 

in the publication referred to, and we will merely show here that it works. The top-right figure in 

Fig. 7 shows the effect of the first step of the scan-line suppression procedure - note the 

significant reduction in the amplitude of the ripples. The bottom figure (Fig. 7) shows the final 

step of an iterative procedure - note the elimmation of the scan-lines as a result of these steps. 

With this crucial change to the TW procedure, we obtained much better results. 

Contrast Dependence of SNR and Image Linearization 

We have noted above that we expected the SNR to be linear with contrast. The measurements had 

so far failed to yield the expected linearity. After a discussion with Bob Gagne (a scientist at the 

FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health Laboratory in'Twinbrook, MD), we realized 

that we needed to do the analysis in the DDL- value space, rather that the CCD-value space. In 

other words, we needed to linearize the pixel values. 

14 



As noted before, CRT calibration data was acquired by Dr. Hans Roelirig and Jiahua Fan (see 

Appendix 1 for a typical set of calibration data). This included measurements of CCD value vs. 

DDL values at different CCD-camera exposure times, MTF measurements, and the DICOM 

luminance calibration of the monitors (peak luminance was 500 Cd/m^). This information was 

sent along with the CCD 

images on a CD-ROM to the 

PL Figure 6 shows a typical 

dependence of CCD values per 

unit exposure time for an 

exposure time of 3 seconds 

(shown along the y-axis) on 

DDL values (shown along the 

X-axis). A polynomial fit is 

shown. This was not 

convenient, since to invert the 

function one would need to solve a cubic equation. SigmaPlot software was used to investigate 

different functions to fit DDL vs. CCD values (i.e., x and y are interchanged). We found that a 

three-parameter weighted exponential fit was sufficient For the purpose of determming the 

weights we assumed 5% errors in the CCD values. All CCD images were linearized by 

tramforming them via this function, which yielded DDL values. When the linearization 

correction was implemented, the results of the analysis were spectacular, see Figure 9 below.^ 

This w^ a major turning point of the project. 

Fig. 6: Example of CRT calibration data used to 
linearize the data. X-axis is the DDL value, and y-axis 
is the CCD value. 

We had very helpful discussions at this point with Dr. Robert Gagne and Dr. Kyle Myers of the 
FDA/CDRH, in Twinbrook, MD. The PI made a one day trip to make a presentation of these results to the 
FDA group. 
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Figure 7: TW template estimation procedure: the top-left figure shows a 48 x 48 pixel 
region. The top-right figure shows the eiTect of aligning and subtracting the scan-lines 
fi-om a backgroimd image - note the suppression of the scan-lines. The bottom figure 
shows the result of averaging 500-regions like the top-right figure - note the near 
elimination of the scan-lines. 

SNR Analysis 

As mentioned above, the template was determined from a pair of target-containing and 

backpound images. This pair of images is referred to as the "training set". The actual SNR 

measurement was done on two other pairs of images (testing set), yielding two SNR values. Note 

that no scan line suppression was used in this step, as we wished to measure the total 

detectability, which may be influenced by the presence of the scan-lines. All 3 pairs of images (3 

target-containing and 3 backgrounds) were acquired under identical monitor conditions. The two 

SNR measurements were averaged. The procedure was repeated in "round-robin" fashion two 

more times, and we computed the grand mean and standard deviation of the 3 averaged SNR 

values. Only single pixel "dot" test-patterns were used in this work. The dots were on a 6-pixel 

grid (see Fig, 5). Most of the measurements were performed at the center of the CRT monitor at 

16 



a magnification of 8. The parameters varied were dot contrast (ten values), monitor luminance (3 

values) and monitor type (P-45 vs. P-104). In a subset of measurements we varied the 

magnification and the location on the CRT where the test patterns were displayed (5 values: 

center plus 4-corners). The publication (see Reportable Outcomes: Chakraborty, Fan and 

Roehrig, 2003) describes the main set of measurements and will be summarized here. 

Typical templates 

These are shown in Fig. 8 for the P-45 monitor (left column) and P-104 (right column) for three 

display luminance values (DDL = 55, 127 and 200, corresponding to luminance of 9, 85, and 195 

Cd/m^ respectively). Note that each template is specific to a display condition - one cannot use a 

template determined for one condition to measure the SNR of a display in a different condition. 

This is an essential ^pect of the TW methodology and allows effects such as focal spot blooming 

to be automatically included in the SNR analysis. 

The 6 templates shown were for maximum dot-contr^t. This was typically 100 DDL values 

(difference of pixel from surround), except when the background was at 200, when the maximum 

dot-contrast w^ 50 DDL values. (With an 8-bit display we cannot have test-pattern pixel values 

numbers greater than 255). The contrast was varied in steps of 10 starting from a minimum of 10. 

Not shown are templates at other contr^t values. 

General features evident from inspection of the templates 

The template profiles are roughly two-dimensional Gaussian objects. We have successftiUy fitted 

them to such ftmctions, in some c^es with remarkable precision. If the fits were always reliable, 

then we could use the fitted templates instead of the actual templates for SNR determination. The 

advantage of this would be that the scan-lines (and other noise) are completely eliminated. 

However, the fitting procedure is not always reliable, especially for low-contr^t dots, when there 

are residual scan line artifacts in the template and at high contrasts when the profile can be 

distinctly non-Gaussian. Residual scan line artifacts are visible in Fig. 8 in the P-104 image at 

200 DDL. Non-gaussian behavior (double peak) is visible in Fig. 8 in the P-45 image at 200 

DDL. To pursue this fiirther we would need to model the scan-lines and the double peak nature 

of the template with additional parameters. White entirely feasible, due to time limitations we 

deferred this to a future investigation. 

17 



The scan direction is as indicated in tlie middle of Fig. 8 (see arrow). It is seen that the spot 

luminance profile is asymmetric in this direction - the luminance shows overshoot / undershoot 

effects beyond the dot. The reason for this is presently unclear. 

The double peak evident in the P-45 image at 200 DDL is in the direction perpendicular to the 

scan-lines. Dr. Hans Roehrig has confirmed this general behavior with independent 

measurements. Note that the P-45 phosphor is not intended to be used at such high luminance, 

and this could be the reason for the non-Gaussian shape. 

The importance of the templates cannot be over-emphasized. They are the major determinant of 

the accuracy of the SNR measurement. A faulty template (e.g., one with residual scan-lines) will 

lead to questionable SNR measurements. By visual inspection of the templates one can have a 

good idea of the reliability of a particular measurement. 
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Figure 8: Typical templates; the scanning direction is as indicated. Note the deterioration in the template 
for the P-45 at the highest luminance. 
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Figure 9: Contrast dependence of SNR: The left column shows the 
dependence of the measured SNR on dot-contrast, for the P-45 monitor, for 
three values of background pixel value, 55, 127 and 200 respectively. The 
right column shows corresponding plots for the P-104 phosphor. 
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Luminance and Phosphor Dependence of SNR 

Fig. 9 is the spectacular result referred to earlier. The observed linear (r >= 0.997) dependence of SNR on dot contrast 

(labeled Pixel Value Difference in Fig. 9) means that one can use the slope of the straight line fit to define a 

normalized SNR per unit contrast, which is 

independent of dot-contr^t, and depends only on 

luminance and the phosphor type. The slope of 

each regression straight-line, denoted by m and its 

standard deviation cj(m) was calculated using a 

weighted least squares fitting procedure (REG in 

SAS) with weights CT(SNR), The latter was 

available from the round-robin measurements. 

Fig. 10 shows a summary plot of the SNR of 

targets at equal Michelson contrasts - obtained by 

multiplying m bv the corresponding pixel value. 

The multiplication is necessary as m represents the 

SNR per unit dot contrast and Michelson contrast equals dot-contrast per unit background pixel value. Note the 

superiority of the P-45 monitor at luminance below 100 Cdfm^. Also note the overall increase of SNR with Ixmiinance, 

but a leveling off is observed. The reasons for this are presently unclear. 
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Figure 10: Luminance dependence of normalized SNR 
for the two phosphors. 
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Summary of the varying magnification CCD acquisitions 

We acquired a set of images at different magnifications. Four values of magnification were investigated (mag = 3, 4, 6 

and 8). At each magnification we acquired three target images and three background images of tlie dots-only test 

pattern (m in Fig. 5). These were analyzed as described 

above. In Fig. 11 is shown the SNR as a function of 

magnification. It shows a pealc at about Mag = 6. This 

result can be understood qualitatively. Most imaging 

systems have multiple factors that limit image quality. 

These factors change differently with magnification, so that 

an optimal magnification exists when they are both acting 

together. See for example Sandrik, and Wagner, 1982. This 

paper shows that the detailed explanation of Fig. 11 will 
Fig. 11: Variation of SNR with magnification. .       it*- -^.u JH^T^     ,-,.TT.„ ^ ^ require calculations with measured MTF and NPS 

ftmctions, along the lines of what was proposed for Original Task 4. This explanation is outside the scope of this work. 

For our purpose, the significant point is that the SNR depends in a qualitatively expected manner on magnification. 

Most unportantly, it appeare to vary smoothly. The calculations at Mag = 3 are much faster, as the images and template 

sizes all scale with the magnification. It appears that me^urements at Mag = 3 may suffice for image quality 

measurements of the dots. This may be possible with inexpensive consumer grade digital cameras, rather than the 

expensive camera that we have. Whether this potential can be achieved cannot be answered at this point. 

Magnlf leaElan 

Summary of varying location CCD acquisitions 

Fig. 12: SNR measurements at 
different locations on the P-45 

monitor. 
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The measurements were made at the center, and four comers of the monitor. Results of these measurements are shown 

pictorially in Fig. 12. The mean SNR is 19.4 and the coefficient of variance is 10.5%. This result is another first-to 

our knowledge no one has measured the variation of signal detectability (SNR) over a medical monitor. The well 

known uniformity measurements performed for CRT displays in a PACS system consist of luminance measurements, 

only, which are insensitive to variations of MTF, contrast, and noise over the CRT faceplate. Our me^urements 

include all these factors, to the extent that they affect signal detectability. 

Investigation of variability of the method 

While not on the original task list, it was considered essential to evaluate the variability of the new method, as this 

could impact its utility. Of coursed, if the same template is applied to the same set of testing images, it will always 

yield the same SNR value. Variability arises since the acquired images of each test-pattern are exhibit fluctuations 

(noise) in pixel values. We selected one horizontal line (HL) test-pattern, similar to that shown in Fig. 2, with 

backpound set to 127, and with 2-pixel spacing between the lines. Also generated was a blank test-pattern at 

background DDL = 127. We obtained ten (10) CCD images of each test-pattern uifder standard conditions (mag = 8). 

The ten image pairs (HL and background) are indexed 0,1, 2,..., 9. 

To evaluate the variability due to our imperfect knowledge of the template, we constructed the template by training on 

paiiB 0 and 1 (4 training images) and testing on pair 9. Similarly we re-determined the template by training on 2 and 3, 

and tested on 9. This was repeated 2 more times, each time training on a different pair of input images (specifically 4,5 

and 6,7), and we always me^ured the SNR on pair 9. The observed variation must be due to template variability. The 

observed CV (coefficient of variance = standard deviation divided by the mean) of the measured SNR values was 

3.3%. hi another analysis we used the template obtamed by training on image pairs 6,7 and testing on pairs 0,1,2, 3, 

4, 5 and 9. The CV of the measurements was 6.8%. 
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These measurements were conducted on the HL pattern (as in Fig. 2), which h^ since been replaced by the dots (Fig. 

5). Due to greater number of signal and noise samples, the errors are considerably smaller with the new design. Based 

on the fitting error in the linear fits of Fig. 9, the error is about 2%. 

We end this section by showing what we proposed to do in the original application for this task, and explaining any 

discrepancies. 

For Each Monitor (1 of 2) { 
Me^ure the Contrast Transfer Function; 
ForEachLUT(lof9) { 

For Each Spot-Size (1 of 2) { 
For Each Pre-processing (1 of 2) { 

Measure MTF and NFS; 
For Each Image (1 of 10) { 

Measure CCD/CAMPI indices; 
} 

}. 

As noted in the Yearl report, the loops over LUT (Look-up tables) and pre-processing were eliminated by the switch 
to test patterns. This w^ stated in the two progress reports that have been submitted. As noted in the earlier report, we 
did not vary the focal spot size of the monitors, but rather concentrated on the P45 vs. PI 04 issue. 
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TASK: OPTIMIZE CCD IMAGING TECHNIQUE 

Task: Optimize the CCD acquisition method. Determine the optimal optical magnification or, equivalently, the 

optimal pixel ratio, i.e., the number of CCD pixels to a CRT pixel. Determine necessary corrections to be madefi)r 

CCD camera non-uniformity, vignetting of lens, CCD defects and CCD/lens MTF: 

Sub-task 1: Optimal magnification or optimal pixel ratio. 

We approached this sub-task from the point of view of Linear Systems Theory, which allows application of Fourier 

Transform Techniques. Here a linear system is a box with inputs and outputs. Most conveniently these inputs and 

outputs are sine-waves, representing the information from the display, which needs to be reproduced by imaging with 

the CCD camera. The optimal pixel ratio is that which reproduces the information displayed by the display accurately. 

Accordmgly, the objective of the CCD camera is an accurate sampling of the various sine-waves making up the 

information displayed by the display. Insufficient sampling will lead to aliasing, a process which will transfer the 

power of a particular frequency into a lower frequency and consequently results in a wrong image and particularly in a 

wrong Noise Power Spectrum. 

The information found on the face of a display consists of two parts. One part is that information which comes through 

the display's information channel, the highest frequency of which is given by the display's Nyquist frequency. The 

other part of the information consists of the display- or phosphor noise, the highest frequency of which is not precisely 

known. In fact it appears that the closer one gets to a display, particularly to a CRT (like with a microscope lens), the 

finer detail one observes. So it is very hard to avoid aliasmg. A practical method to determine a cut-off frequency for a 

human observer is to find his MTF for the typical viewing distance of 0.5 m. 

The accuracy in fmdmg the desked information with the CCD camera is very much affected by the above mentioned 

sampling processes, but also by the spatial resolution of the CCD camera, specifically the Modulation Transfer 

Fxmction of the combination lens-CCD. 

For example if 1(f) is the image produced by the CCD camera, and 0(f) is the "objecf' displayed on the monitor, then: 

I(f) = 0(f)*F(f). (1) 

Here P(f) is the CCD camera's Transfer Function. In particular, it is the Fourier Transform of the imaging system's 

Point-Spread Function (PSF) and f is the spatial frequency. P(f) is a complex quantity which can be written as 

P(f) = |P(f)|--e"'*- (2) 

where |P(f)| is the modulus and ^ is the phase. The modulus, normalized to unity at zero spatial frequency is called the 

MTF. 
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MTF(f) = |P(f)|/P(0) (3) 

If the MTF of the CCD camera is known, then the digital data produced by the CCD camera can be processed with 

essentially the inverse of the MTF(f) to obtain: 

0(f) = I(f)/MTF(f). (4) 

There should be no degradation and the corrected CCD camera image should look just like the pattern on the display. 

Clearly, one has to require that MTF(f) is never 0, but in a practical situation one will never use the exact inverse of 

the MTF(f). In addition, care must be taken in the consideration of: sampling conditions, positivity, and noise. The 

sampling enters because even if we could know the MTF of the system exactly, we have control over our 

compensating processing only at a discrete set of points. Those points are the pixel locations of the CCD. The 

positivity comes from the fact that we are using an incoherent imaging system whose point-spread function, PSF, is 

non-negative. Because both the MTF compensation and the MCE processing increase the relative strengths of signals 

From these points of view, the optimum pixel ratio would be determined by the desire to accurately sample the 

information on the display and simply have a good MTF - possibly unity and the result would be that a large pixel 

ratio would be desirable, perhaps even values of 10 to 20 CCD-pixels per CRT pixel.. 

The sub-task of optimum pixel ratio can also be discussed from the point of view of the CCD pixel matrix size and 

display area to be analyzed, instead of from the point of view of Linear Systems Theory. The CCDs which we have in 

our labs have typically pixel matrices of 1317 x 1035 pixels, and frequently a display area of interest is subtending 100 

X 100 display pixels. Consequently the maximum pixel ratio possible would then be 1035:100 = 10.35 CCD pkels / 

CRT pkel. 

For one of our other research projects it is required to generate CCD camera images of CRT images subtending 250 x 

250 CRT pixels. Here the pixel ratio can not be larger than 4:1. For that specific project the objective was to compare 

human observation of the images on a CRT with observation of these same images on the display by a computer 

model. Here the images on the display were imaged by the CCD camera and these CCD camera images were digitally 

fed to the computer model. It was estimated that for a pixel ratio of 4:1 pixel ratio, the cut-of frequency imposed by the 

CCD camera was the same as that of the human observer at a viewing distance of 0.50 m. Considering all pointe, it 

appeared that we should only work with magnification ratios of between 4 and 10. 

Fig. 13 shows MTFs of the CCD Camera derived from the square-wave response for the 4 different magnification 

ratios 4, 6, 8 and 10. Note that as expected, as the magnification ratio increases, that means as the camera gets closer to 

the display and the lens focuses on more detail, the MTF of the camera is getting better. At a pixel ratio of 10:1 the 

MTF is about 95 % for most of the spatial frequencies of interest. 
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Fig. 13 MTFs of the CCD camera for pixel-ratios 4.5, 5.1,6 andlO, The MTFs were derived from the camera's 

square-wave response 

Fig. 14 shows Noise Power Spectra for the magnification ratios 53:1, 8:1 and 4:1 for two CRTs, one with a P45 

phosphor and the other one with a P104 phosphor. It appears that the spatial frequencies displayed in the spectrum 

follow the principle that at high magnification (53:1) high frequencies are recorded (more detail), and at low 

magnification only lower spatial frequencies are recorded (less detail). Unfortunately, we were never able to 

systematically relate these power Spectra as they should following the respective MTFs of the CCD camera for the 

respective pixel ratios and the knowledge about aliasing caused by the CCD camera's sampling process. 
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Fig. 14. NPS of two 5M-pixel CRTs, one with a P45 phosphor, and the other one with a P104 phosphor. 

Sub-task 2: Corrections for CCD camera non-uniformity, vignetting of lens, and for CCD defects are made 

using tlie method of flat-field correction. 

After the camera is focused, at the desired magnification ratio as described in under Taslc 3, we need to generate a flat- 

field image for the current setup. Flat-fielding is a common method to correct for non-uniformities and spatial noise of 

the CCD Camera and for vignetting of the lens. Here an image of a uniform field is taken by the CCD camera for the 

specific imaging geometry (i.e. magnification and lens F-stop). This image is stored in computer memory. 

A simple and practical method has been adopted in our lab to get such a flat-field image. We put a high quality 

uniform opal glass in fi-ont of the display and direct the camera on it, but slightly defocused in order not to include 

non-uniformities of the opal glass. When displaying a uniform pattern with a high driving level, like DDL=255 on the 

display, the diffusing action of the opal glass provides a fairly uniform luminance. We take approximately 10 to 15 

images of the practically uniform opal glass surface and average all "uniform" images. This averaged image is stored. 

Note that the temporal noise is reduced by averaging the individual images. 
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Next a dark image is generated, which represents the signal the CCD generates when it is in absolute darkness for 

some time and then read out. Finding the dark signal of the CCD is necessary, because despite the fact, that the CCD is 

cooled, every image with exposure to the scene also contains a certain amount of dark signal. This dark signal must be 

removed by subtraction if one wants to analyze the CCD's response to the exposure of the scene. 

The dark image is found by running the camera without opening the camera shutter. Again we take many images (10 

to 15) and average them in order to remove temporal noise. The resulting dark image is also stored in computer 

memory. Next the dark image is subtracted from the averaged light image; this difference image is called the "flat- 

field" and is stored in computer memory. 

Now we are ready to take real images from the display and correct them for the camera's non-uniformities. The flat- 

fielding operation is as follows. We take an image of the desired scene and call it the raw image. Then the dark image 

from the computer memory is subtracted from the raw image. The resulting difference image is then devided by the 

flat-field pixel by pixel. Afterwards the devided image is multiplied by a factor proportional to the mean value of the 

flat-field to result in the corrected image of the desired scene. 

This flat-fielding procedure has been incorporated in the software package, which runs the CCD camera. Flat-fielding 

is done automatically, 

3. Sub-task 3: MTF of the combination Lens-CCD-Camera, 

Two methods to determine the MTF of the combination Lens-CCD-Camera were explored: Using the square-wave 

response and the response due to a single point. The approach finding the MTF from the square-wave response was 

successful. The MTFs were shown in Fig. 13 above. 

The approach finding the MTF from the point response has not been completed and will be continued under another 

research program. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows as preliminary result a pomt-spread 

function (an Airy disk) for a relative aperture of F/# 16 
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Measurement of the MTF of a Lens-CCD combination (a 
CCD-Camera) using a "Spatial Filter" (a combination 
laser, microscope lens and a pinhole (a small aperture)). 

CCD Camera - Lens       Pinhole    Microscope 

Fig. 15. Illustration of the method to find the MTF by imaging a pinhole 

Bill's Lens at F/# 16 

<= <=. 

Fig 16: Point Spread Function of a lens with a relative aperture of F/#16. 

Several presentations were made based on this work. These are included in Reportable Outcomes. 
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TASK: QUANTIFY THE DEGRADATION INTRODUCED BY THE CCD 

CAMERA 

Image special films displayed on a high quality view-box, apply uniformity and distortion correction and measure 

physical image quality parameters. 

The idea of this Task was to find a standard pattern representing a known amount of spatial noise, having a known 

shape of it power spectrum. The approach was to generate a digital image file consisting of noise only, having a known 

amount of spatial noise, having a white Noise Power Spectrum. This "image" was to be written on to typical clinically 

used film with a typical film printer. After development this film was to be imaged by the CCD camera. Subsequently 

the noise-Power-Spectrum of this image was to be generated. 
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Fig. 17 a Noise Power Spectrum of film 1 in the y-direction. 

Fig. 17 (a and b) are the result of a first try. Note that even though the image file displayed on the display had a white 

spectrum, the image captured by the CCD camera did not. An initial explanation has to consider the MTF of the film 

printer, but this could not be verified because no information on the properties of the film printer w^ available. 
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Fig. 17 b Noise Power Spectrum of film 1 in the x-direction 

Since this experiment w^ not successful, it was decided in the middle of year three, to concentrate on measurements 

of physical image quality parameters as stipulated in the lower half of original Task 5. This slight modification was 

justified by the fact, that if indeed bridging attempts are to be successful, it is necessary to have a reliable method to 

find the MTF of the display. 

Therefore we continued to improve the software for deriving CRT performance characteristics such as Modulation 

Transfer Functions (MTF) and Noise Power Spectra (NPS). 

The accomplishments are summarized as follows. 

1. Generation and improvement of software. 

a. Improvement of the program to find the MTF from the square-wave response 

One of the refinements was an algorithm improved over the previous algorithm. In the previous one the Nyquist 

frequency was detected and depending on the ratio of the fundamental frequency and the Nyquist Frequency, the 

harmonics in the Fourier Transform data were piclced up. This method was very sensitive to noise and consequently an 

erroneous value of the Nyquist Frequency was often calculated. With the improved algorithm the Nyquist Frequency 
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need not be calculated and the errors associated are avoided. 

Fig. 18 is a block diagram, illustrating the various steps of the program. We worked on methods to standardize the 

determination of the Spatial Noise Power Spectrum such that measurements of the CRT Phosphor noise can be 

optimized. 

The new program is described briefly in the following. 

Operation: 

The input to the propam is a file of type *.img (with pixels of depth 14 bits and a 10 byte header. The header stores 

the size(rows and columns) of the image and also if the pixels are arranged in the little "ENDIAN" fashion). The image 

should be a square wave pattern( a one dimensional profile across the image should approximately be a square wave). 

The path and name of the files to be analyzed are written into the file "PROFILE.TXT"(in the form 

"D:\temp\new_siemens\ratiol0\rotated\200_10.img") from which the propam reads the images and writes the output 

into a file called "MTF.TXT" in the same directory. "      " 

When the program is run(the .exe file executed), it asks for the pixel's size of the CRT, The size of the pixel on a CRT 

is l/(2*Nyquist Frequency) i.e. the Nyquist frequency of the CRT, It also asks for the number of CCD pixels used for 

every CRT pixel which basically is the number of pixels with which a CRT pixel is oversampled (the above mentioned 

magnification value Mag). 

The program senses the orientation of the bar patterns (horizontal or vertical) and accordingly calculates the vertical or 

horizontal MTFs. The program is "Windows 95/98,NT, 2000" compatible. 
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Block diagram of program for automatically finding the CRT MTF 
from a CCD image of several square patterns on a CRT 

Vertical square wave pattern on 
CRT for determining the 

horizontal MTF 

Location of 
profiles 

C3 .rzi 

":.Ni 

\^ 
Horizontal square wave pattern 

on CRT for determining the 
vertical MTF 

Location 
of profiles 

Step 1: Input an image of unknown spatial 
frequency and details like magnifteation on 
the CCD camera and pixel's size on the CRT. 

Step 2: Make 1-D profiles depending on 
whether the input image has vertical or 
horizontal square waves. 

Step 3: Detect the edges of the square wave 
to make a singte profile vwth an exact integer 
number of square wave cycles. 

Step 4: Perform the FFT of the resultant 
profile. 

Step 5: Determine the spatial frequency of 
the input square wave. 

Step 6: Depending on the above parameters 
pick the retevant harmonics from the FFT. 

Step 7: Cateulate the MTF at each of these 
points. Club all of these points from various 
input files to get one MTF curve. 

Fig, 18. Block diagram of the program for automatically finding the CRT MTF from the squarewave response. 

ALGORITHM: 

The value of pixels along five profiles taken across different cross sections of the image is averaged. The edges of the 

square waves in the profile are detected to ensure integral number of cycles are Fourier Transformed. Depending on 

the number of pixels detected within one cycle of the profile, the frequency of the input square wave is computed and 

all the resultant harmonics lying before the Nyquist frequency of the CRT are selectively picked up. This data once got 

from all the images is put into an array, sorted and finally written into MTF.txt. 

Improvement of program to find the MTF from the line response. 

The program continues to be MATLAB-based. The method to find the MTF from the line response continues to 

consider the CRT a non-linear device and uses small signals as stimuli (see Fig. 19). Here a single line is addressed 

with a digital driving level (DDL) slightly higher than the DDL of the background. And the program continues to 
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determine profiles across the CCD image of a CRT line, averages the profiles and takes a 1-D Fourier Transform of the 

averaged profile (the averaged profile represents the Line-Spread Function). Normalized to unity at the spatial 

frequency zero Ip/mm, this Fourier Transform is the raw MTF. Corrections need to be made, in order to find the final 

MTF, 

The improved propam includes several mathematical manipulations and corrections. 

• Before finding the profiles, a CCD image of the uniformly addressed CRT (same DDL as that used for the 

image with line and background) is taken, and this background image is subtracted fi-om the CCD image 

with line and background. This procedure removes the stationary fixed pattern noise as well as part of the 

CRT raster lines and increases the signal-to-noise of the profiles. 

• The user can review the profiles for any aberrations and make changes in the ROIs of the profiles 

• A polynomial curve fit for the Fourier transform in the vicinity of zero spatial fi-equency aids in finding 

the normalization factor. 

• Corrections were added for the MTF of the CCD camera, particularly for that of the lens (which is affected 

by the optical magnification), and for the width of the CCD-pixel. 

/ 

CRT Line 

7 
Profiles to find Vertical MTF Profile to find Horizontal MTF 

Fig. 19. Illustration for finding the MTF from the line response 

c.    Improvement of program to find the MTF from the response to Gaussian white noise. 

The major part of the improvement consisted of a correction of the raw MTF for the finite size of the CRT pixel 

width. This correction is equivalent to the fact, that with a pixel width of finite size, like 0.145 mm, the spatial 

noise at the input to the CRT is not really white as it would be if the CRT pixel width was a delta-fimction. 

Fig. 20 is a block diagram of the method to find the MTF from the response to Gaussian white noise. 
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Finding the CRT MTF from the NFS of that portion of white noise 
which is transmitted bv the CRT, using 1 -D FFTs of the CCD image 

CCD image 
of noise 
transmitted 
by CRT. 
512 CCD 
rows, 512 
CCD 
colunms 

Column 1 
Column 2 

Column 3 
Column 4 

Row 1 
Row 2 
Row 3 
Row 4 
Row 5 
Row 6 
Row? 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Row 10 
Row 11 

Row 511 
Row 512 

Column 511 
Column 512 

Step 1. Subtract background image 
from image of noise with background 
to remove CRT spatial noise. 
Step 2, Perform FFT of individual 
rows. 
Step 3. Calculate IDNPS by 
squaring tiie ID spectra. 
Step 4. Average the ID NFS over 
columns. 
Step 5. Take the square root of the 
averaged ID NFS, 
Step 6. Correct for tie finite size of 
CRT pkel width to get the horizontal 
MTF. 
Step 7. Rotate the image by 90 
degrees. Repeat step 2 to step 6 to get 
the vertical MTF. 

Fig. 20 Block diagram for finding the MTF from the response to white noise, 

d. Result of these improvements 

Fig, 21 (a, b, c, and d) are MTFs of a 5-Mega-Pixel CRT, derived from the 3 methods discussed above. 

Notice that the MTFs are fairly close, much closer than reported in last year's report. But, 

particularly at high luminance levels, tliere is a slight but noticeable difference. 
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Fig. 21 a Vertical MTFs at luminance 44 cd/m^     Fig. 21 b: Vertical MTFs at luminance 230 cd/m^ 
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TASK: PREDICT SNR MEASUREMENTS FROM FOURIER 

MEASUREMENTS 

As noted earlier, replacement of the CAMPI method by the modified TW method had the added benefit that we could 

leverage existing methodology to predict the measured results from the Fourier measurements. This led to some 

related work involving predicting ideal observer performance for detecting masses in mammopaphic images. The 

context for this was that in recent work (Burgess, et at, 2001) had showed that the noise power spectrum of 

mammograms was unusual, showing an approximate llf frequency-dependence down to very low frequencies. This 

dependence results in unusual effects: for example,_^r equal contrasts, smaller masses are more visible that larger 

masses, which is the opposite of the familiar contrast-detail behavior exhibited by the ACR phantom masses. Due to 

the importance of Burgess' observation, which impacts our own work (it necessitates extensions of the present method 

to include test patterns with anatomic background - see Future Directions Section), we performed related experiments 

in our laboratory. The results are reported in Reportable Outcomes (Chakraborty and Kundel, 2001), In this work we 

investigated the effect on the SNR of allowing differently shaped nodules, in particular nodules with sharper edges. 

The following types of nodules/disks were studied: Gaussian shaped nodules and blurred disks, the latter characterized 

by a radius and an independent edge sharpness parameter. In a second type of disk the edge blur was held proportional 

to the disk radius. Ideal Observer detection thresholds were calculated for different nodule/disk radii ranging from 1.5 

to 15 mm and observer performance studies were conducted. Noise power spectra (NPS) measurements confirmed the 

frequency dependence previously reported, NPS oc 1/f ^'. For the Gaussian nodules we confirmed the reported 

behavior, with threshold contrast oc radius" ^. However, for the disk nodules with fixed blur edges we observed 

different behavior (larger objects required less contrast), with threshold proportional to radius" ^l For the disk nodules 

with variable blur the threshold contrast WM almost independent of radius. In summary while we duplicated the 

reported CD diapams for Gaussian nodules, different behavior was observed for nodules with edges. We conclude that 

in addition to considering the details of the noise, it is necessary to consider the signal properties in more detail. 

As noted earlier, the difficulties with the MTF measurements of CRT displays necessitated extra efforts to resolve 

those issues. To predict SNR one needs the MTF and NPS measurements. Partly for this reason we could not complete 

this task entirely (we would also need to model the scan lines and the non-Gaussian template behavior noted 

previously). It is significant that for displays with a raster structure it may be easier to directly measure SNR by our 

method, than to conduct the Fourier measurements. 
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KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Adaptation and major improvements of CAMPI methodology to analyze CRT display images 

Validation of the method by checking a key prediction, namely linearity of SNR with contrast 

Development of software to produce the test patterns and software to perform the necessary calculations 

The software has a high degree of automation and flexibility; it will run on any platform that supports IDL - i.e., 

practically all computer systems. 

Application of the measurement of image quality of two monitors. 

Results showing the superiority of the P-45 design over the P-104 design for moderate luminance. 

Implementation of a method for measuring SNR of imaging systems with strong structure noise (e.g., scan lines) 

Measurements of SNR of two monitors (P-45 and P-104) ^ a function of contrast and background luminance 

Development of capability to measure SNR to high accuracy in CRT displays. 

Measurement of variability of SNR over the CRT. 

The intrinsic sampling variability of the method has been evaluated. 

Measurement of magnification dependence of the SNR. 

Improved on MTF measurement methodology. 

Determined optimal imaging parameters for the CCD images. 

Applied a SNR calculation methodology to predict observer performance of mass detection on mammographic 

backgrounds. 
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REPORTABLE OUTCOMES 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Overall: We developed a new method for measuring the image quality of CRT displays, or any display with a 

structured pixel pattern, such as AMLCD displays. The method appears to have advantages over the conventional 

Fourier based approaches. We established the superiority of the P45 phosphor over the PI 04 for moderate luminance. 

We showed that normalized SNR increases with luminance, but appears to level off. We improved the methods for 

measuring MTF and NFS of displays. At a theoretical level we connected the SNR and Fourier measurements, but 

were unable to connect them experimentally. 

Methodological developments during tlie project: A lot of papers (see almost any issue of SPIE Proceedings on 

Physics of Medical Imaging) have been published on image quality measurements on devices with structured noise 

(such as CRTs, AMLCDs, digital printers, etc.). They invariably adopt the well-known Fourier approach, which 

involves determining quantities such as the Modulation Transfer Characteristic (MTF), the Noise Power Spectrum 

(NFS), and the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). The Fourier approach generally works well for devices with 

negligible structured noise (film, digitized film, direct digital acquisition, etc). However, they are not as easy to use for 

devices with large structured noise. A 1988 SPIE paper by Bunch and Van Metter (volume 914) sounded a warning. 

In the abstract of the paper, titled "Interpreting noise power spectra of digitally printed images", they noted: 

The resulting spectra are significantly more complex than those generally estimated for uniformly exposed 

film.  This complexity is manifested in the combination of narrow line and continuous spectral components, 

and in the highly anisotropic nature of the spectra. Simple models ...do not adequately describe our data. 

We have developed a method that may have advantages over the Fourier method for devices with large structured 

noise. The linear plots in Fig. 9 provide compelling evidence that this method potentially represents a breakthrough. 

We know of no Fourier image quality me^urements on CRTs that have demonstrated the expected linearity of SNR 

and contrast to such high precision. 

Task-specific image quality measure: The widely accepted Fourier method that is used for assessing the physical 

image quality of a general imaging system involves determining quantities characterizing the Modulation Transfer 

Characteristic (MTF), the Noise Power Spectrum (NFS), and the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). 

Manufacturers of imaging equipment rely heavily on these measurements for system design and optimization, but 

these measurements are usually difficult to implement for clinical use or quality control, since they require significant 

laboratory resources and expertise in interpreting the data. Even if standardized software is made available (e.g., an 

AAPM Task Group, TG 16, is working on standards for Noise Power Spectrum analysis) it can be difficult to predict 

the effect on clinical performance.of MTF and NPS data. For example, if the MTF curves of two imaging systems 

cross, then for small objects the system with the higher limiting resolution will be better, whereas for larger objects the 

opposite may be true. With raster scan displays there are additional problems as noted above. For these re^ons it is 

desirable to use a task-specific figure of merit. The advantage of the method we have developed is that it explicitly 

includes the task. In the experiments we conducted the target objects we measured were single pixel dots. The targets 

could just as easily have been fiber like objects, or mass like objects, such as are present in the ACR phantom, or 

alternate objects, whose visibility is deemed to be critical. 
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Accuracy and efficiency of the method: Each of the data points shown in Fig. 9 was the result of analysis of 6 

images - 3 with target and 3 with background. We do not Imow of any measurements on CRT displays with 

comparable precision and obtained with so few images. 

P45 vs P104 phosphor: The PI04 is mostly used where higii luminance output is required (> 480 cd/m^). P45 is 

predominantly used where long CRT lifetime and lower phosphor noise are required and lower luminance can be 

accepted. There is much interest in developing brighter displays for digital image interpretations. This is because a dim 

display requires low ambient lighting conditions in order that subtle features are visible. This is often hard to achieve 

in the clinics, where the mammographer is engaged in other activities besides looking at the image on the CRT. 

Consequently there has been a push towards developing brighter displays for digital image interpretations. This study 

has allowed us to make definitive image quality measurements of two monitore that are identical in all respects except 

for the phosphor. This has allowed the effect of tiie phosphor to be clearly identified. The results of this study, that the 

P-45 is still a superior choice for medical imaging applications implies that there is more work to be done on the 

monitor development side to increase brightness without sacrificing image quality. In the absence of these 

measurements there could have been a hasty move to introduce brighter displays. 

Recommended Changes / Problems / Future Directions / SO WHAT 

The scientific issues have been already described in context, see in particular the report for Original Task 2. One 

problem that affected us was the breakdown of one of our monitors -the Siemens P45. This developed an instability 

had to be sent back to the manufacturer for repairs. This invalidated some of the acquisitions and analysis and they had 

to be repeated. As is often the way with science, the course of this research was not linear. Rather, we had to take 

several detours, and do a fair amount of work before we found the answers to our problems. The PI believes that this 

effort was well justified, even though it took time away from other aspects of this project. Before we started this 

project, the ability to accurately measure image quality on CRT displays was non-existent (the difficulties with the 

Fourier method are evident fi-om this report). The origmal plan to simply apply CAMPI was naive. However, it led to 

something that surpassed our expectations for this project. The reviewer may wish to compare the accuracy of the 

measurements shown in the linearity plots of Fig. 9 to published CAMPI papers (Chakraborty, 1999). The present 

measurements exceed the precision of all CAMPI results that the PI has published to date. The PI is proud of 

achievements in this project. A fimdamental advance in display measurements was made. Other researchers have 

expressed interest in our methods, and we fully expect more results to emerge from the foundation that we have laid as 

a result of this Army supported project. 

Due to administrative issues there "was an 8-month delay before funds became available for work on this project. [The 

grant was approved effective 9/1/99. The contract agreement between the Univereity of Pennsylvania and the 

contractor (University of Arizona) was not reached until April 19, 2000, Funds for Dr. Roehrig were not released until 

late April 2000. Since Dr. Roehrig's work and the Dr, Chakraborty's work are mutually dependent, this delayed the 

start of work by 8-months. The delay also prevented Dr. Roehrig from using the services of a trained student, who 
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graduated from the program, on this project]   Due to the delayed start in Year 1, we requested and received a one- 

year extension on this contract. 

The effort expended on Original Task 2 (CAMPI modifications) was larger than originally anticipated. In the original 

plan we budgeted only 12% of time for the PI, as this task was supposed to be a relatively straightforward application 

of existing CAMPI code, with at most minor modifications. 

The scientific issues were compounded by the environmental difficulties the PI was having, namely getting adequate 

departmental resources at his institution (e.g., space, secretarial support). The PI acknowledges that the institution was 

having severe financial difficulties at that time, and that he was not the only one who was affected. In addition, much 

time was lost due to two office moves: one from the original laboratory in Stemmler Hall to 3600 Market Street, 

another from the Pis office in HUP to 3600 Market Street. These moves happened in the final year of the project, when 

the scientific issues had been resolved, and we lost time during a particularly productive period. We could have sought 

another no-cost extension to sort out these issues. However, this was precluded with the Pi's change of employment, 

which resulted in a delay in filing this report, as detailed in the cover letter. 

The geographical separation of the two principal scientists created some inevitable communication issues, which were 

exacerbated by the administrative issues noted above. However, on the whole the collaboration was fttiitful. 

Application to AMLCD display evaluation: this project opens up the possibility of evaluating AMLCD displays. 

The problem with structured background is quite acute for AMLCD displays, where the pixels have a "Chevron" fine- 

structure. This structure creates strong peaks in the NPS at frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency and makes it 

difficult to interpret the NPS measurements. The work done in this project makes it possible to approach AMLCD 

displays with our alternate real-space b^ed approach. AMLCDs are of great interest m radiology because of their 

high luminance and high resolution. A number of manufacturers have introduced such display devices, and we intend 

to pursue this issue further. 

Anatomic Background: While the measurements in this project were done with uniform background test-patterns, 

they are in principle extensible to test-patterns with realistic anatomic noise. The reason for seeking such an extension 

is that the closer the test-pattern is to real patient anatomy, the less likely that some unforeseen observer-background 

interaction might skew the results. For example, it is possible that this interaction might lead to one modality being 

judged superior when using uniform background test pattern, but the opposite result might apply with realistic 

backgrounds. The methodolo©? for handling the more complex anatomic noise is being developed by other 

investigators (Eckstein and Whiting 1996; Eckstein, Ahumada et al. 1997; Barrett, Abbey et al. 1998; Eckstein and 

Whiting 1998; Eckstein, Wickens et al. 1998; Bartroff, Morioka et al. 1999; Bochud, Abbey et al. 1999; Eckstein, 

Abbey et al. 1999; Eckstein, Bartroff et al. 1999; Morioka, Eckstein et al. 1999; Bochud, Abbey et al. 2000; Eckstein, 

C.K. et al. 2000) and in a future project we hope to utilize some of their methods, just as we borrowed from the ctosic 

TW work for this project. In fact Art Burgess has already shown us how to predict the effects on mass-detection of 

simulated 1/f noise, which resembles clinical backgrounds. We reported our work along these lines in Original Task 4. 
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Inclusion of eye-model characteristics: Yet another exciting possibility is to include a realistic vision model in the 

mfeasurement method. Combined with the proposed extension to anatomic background test-patterns, this would assure 

that the measurements would correlate optimally with visual mammographer assessments. After all, the SNR of a 

mathematical observer is less important than the ability to predict how real mammographers perform when using the 

CRT display. We propose to pursue a future project with Army funding in this area. 

Extension to discrimination taslcs: The method is extensible to discrimination tasks (so far we focused on detecting 

the targets) where one has to discriminate between two types of targets. One idea we had was to use a doublet of dots, 

instead of one dot, as the basic target. One of the dots in the doublet would have a slightly higher contrast than the 

other. This would be repeated about 600 times in a test pattern analogous to Fig. 5. The measured performance of the 

ideal observer in this task can be me^ured (one calculates two cross-correlations, and takes the higher value as 

corresponding to the brighter dot). The performance in this task may be more relevant to the mammographer's task of 

discriminating benign from malignant lesions in mammography than measuring SNR. This is an interesting area of 

research for a future project/ 

So Wliat: In its present form the proposed method is still too complex for routine QC application. Until we succeed in 

implementing a practical implementation of the researched measuring method, the fiill potential of this research will 

not be realized. Based on our measurements so far we believe we know how to do this. A high performance CCD 

camera ($20 K) is not needed. We estimate that a good digital camera (about $1 K) and software similar to what we 

have developed is all that is needed. We intend to pursue this as part of an SBIR phased-innovation award. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The following data are for Siemens P45 high resolution monitor. 

1. Here is the list of the corresponding CCD images and CRT images: 

CCDJmages   CRTJmages 

OOO.img BLANK00-B0055.img 
001.img BLANK00-B0127.img 
002.img BLANK00-B0200.img 
OOS.img BLANK01-B0055.img 
004.img BLANK01-B0127.img 
OOS.img BLANK01-B0200.img 
OOe.img BLANK02-B0055.img 
007.img BLANK02-B0127.img 
OOS.img BLANK02-B0200.img 
009.img BLANK03-B0055.img 
OlO.img BLANK03-B0127.img 
011 .img BLANK03-B0200.img 
012.img BLANK04-B0055.img 
OlB.img BLANK04-B0127.img 
OM.img BLANK04-B0200.img 
OlS.img BLANK05-B0055.img 
Oie.img BLANK05-B0127.img 
017.img BLANK05-B0200.img 
OlS.img BLANK06-B0055.img 
019.img BLANK06-B0127.img 
020.img BLANK06-B0200.img 
021.img BLANK07-B0055.img 
022.img BLANK07-B0127.img 
023.img BLANK07-B0200.img 
024.img BLANK08-B0055.img 
025.img BLANK08-B0127.img 
026.img BLANK08-B0200.img 
027.img BLANK09-B0055.img 
028.img BLANK09-B0127.img 
029.img BLANK09-B0200.img 
030.img BLANK10-B0055.img 
031.img BLANK10-B0127.img 
032.img BLANK10-B0200.img 
033.img BLANK11-B0055.img 
034.img BLANK11-B0127.img 
035.img BLANK11-B0200.img 
036.img BLANK12-B0055.img 
037.img BLANK12-B0127.img 
038.img BLANK! 2-B0200.img 
039.img BLANK13-B0055.img 
040.1mg BLANK13-B0127.img 
041.img BLANK13-B0200.img  ' 
042.img BLANK14-B0055.img 
043.img BLANK14-B0127.img 
044.img BLANK14-B0200.img 
045.img R0030-P0077-B0055-BD0010.img 
046.1mg R0030-P0158-B0127-BD0010.img 
047.img R0030-P0255-B0200-BD0010.img 
04S.img R0050-P0063-B0055-BD0020.img 
049.img R0050-P0138-B0127-BD0020.img 
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OSO.img R0050-P0243-B0200-BD0020.imi 
OSl.img R0070-P0059-B0055-BD0020.img 
05^2.img R0070-P0133-B0127-BD0020.img 
053.img R0070-P0222-B0200-BD0020.img 
054.img SQ13-P0057-B0055-HLl.img 
055.img SQ13-P0058-B0055-HL2.img 
OSe.img SQ13-P0058-B0055-VLl.img 
057.img SQ13-P0059-B0055-DPl.img 
058.img SQ13-P0059-B0055-HL3.img 
059.img SQ13-P0059-B0055-HL4.img 
OeO.img SQ13-P0061-B0055-VL3.img 
Oei.img SQ13-P0062-B0055-DP2.img 
062.img SQ13-P0062-B0055-VL2.img 
063.img SQ13-P0062-B0055-VL4.img 
064.img SQ13-P0063-B0055-DP3.img 
065.img SQ13-P0067-B0055-DP4.img 
066.img SQ13-P0085-B0055-lHL.img 
067.img SQ13-P0085-B0055-lVL.img 
068.irag SQ13-P0129-B0127-HLl.img 
069.img SQ13-P0132-B0127-DPl.img 
070.img SQ13-P0132-B0127-HL2.img 
071.img SQ13-P0132-B0127-HL3.img 
072.img SQ13-P0132-B0127-VLl.img 
073.1mg SQ13-P0133-B0127-HL4.img 
074.img SQ13-P0137-B0127-DP2.img 
075.img SQ13-P0137-B0127-VL2.img 
076.img SQ13-P0138-B0127-VL3.img 
077.img SQ13-P0139-B0127-VL4.img 
078.img SQ13-P0140-B0127-DP3.img 
079.img SQ13-P0147-B0127-DP4.img 
080.img SQ13-P0157-B0127-lHL.img 
OSl.img SQ13-P0157-B0127-lVL.img 
082.img SQ13-P0208-B0200-VLl.img 
083.img SQ13-P0209-B0200-HLl.img 
084.img SQ13-P0216-B0200-VL2.img 
085.img SQ13-P0218-B0200-HL2.img 
086.img SQ13-P0219-B0200-HL4.img 
087.img SQ13-P0220-B0200-DPl.img 
088.img SQ13-P0221-B0200-VL4.img 
089.img SQ13-P0222-B0200-HL3.img 
090.img SQ13-P0222-B0200-VL3.img 
091.img SQ13-P0230-B0200-lHL.img 
092.img SQ13-P0230-B0200-lVL.img 
093.img SQ13-P0240-B0200-DP2.img 
094.img SQ13-P0255-B0200-DP3.img 
095.img SQ13-P0255-B0200-DP4.img 

2. Exposure time 

2200ms: All the images with 55 ADU as baclcground. 
460ms: All the images with 127 ADU as background. 
80ms: All the images with 200 ADU as background. 
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3. CRT input (ADU) vs. CCD output (ADU) 

Exposure time: 2200ms Exposure time: 460ms Exposure time: 80ms                1 
CRT 
input(ADU) 

Luminance 
(CCD ADU) 

CRT 
input(ADU) 

Luminance 
(CCD ADU) 

CRT 
input(ADU) 

Luminance 
(CCD ADU) 

0 108.916 0 26.6195 0 7.77093 
5 238.216 12 113.552 20 60.3134 
10 389.292 24 238.472 40 154.052 
15 568.708 36 404.471 60 302.904 
20 772.525 48 640.499 80 527.98 
25 1016.95 60 939.756 100 867.998 
30 1309.15 72 1324.48 120 1349.02 
35 1598.39 84 1808.20 140 2026.82 
40 1971.40 96 2422.18 160 3008.8 
45 2359.18 108 3191.04 180 4374.4 
50 2824.38 120 4165.91 190 5240.93 
55 3305.35 125 4634.84 200 6273.25 
60 3861.58 127 4826.84 210 7477.68 
65 4479.15 130 5113.89 220 8909.88 
70 5087,97 135 5676.59 230 10593.3 
75 5887.89 140 6256.44 240 12563.0 
80 6723.69 145 6939.65 250 14829.8 
85 7639.41 150 7620.56 
90 8652.32 155 8401.44 
95 9684.25 160 9273.02 
100 10928.1 165 10188.2 
105 12225.0 170 11165.3 
110 13702.9 175 12299.5 

180 13561.2 
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4. Display Characteristic Data: 

Before the experiment: 

# TYPE = CONF AIM = DICOM 

# TIME = 2002.01.11-13:23:14 to 2002.01.11-13:24:45 
# MIN = -1.000 MAX = -1.000 
# AMBIENT = 0.145 MONITORON 
#UNIT = cd/m^2 
# SIZE = 33 

0 0.895 0 0 
1 1.429 7 1984 
2 2.13 15 3520 
3 2.994 23 4928 
4 4.162 31 6272 
5 5.512 39 7552 
6 7.235 47 8960 
7 9.154 55 10240 
8 11.516 63 11584 
9 14.174 71 12928 
10 17.373 79 14336 
11 21.212 87 15808 
12 25.395 95 17280 
13 30.612 103 18880 
14 36.419 111 20480 
15 43.211 119 22144 
16 51.184 127 23936 
17 60.043 135 25728 
18 70.476 143 27648 
19 81.894 151 29568 
20 95.773 159 31680 
21 111.029 167 33792 
22 129.19 175 36096 
23 149.024 183 38400 
24 172.401 191 40896 
25 199.174 199 43520 
26 229.343 207 46208 
27 263.4 215 49024 
28 303.018 223 52032 
29 348.197 231 55168 
30 399.184 239 58432 
31 457.504 247 61888 
32 523.354 255 65472 
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After the experiment: 

# TYPE = CONF AIM = DICOM 

# TIME = 2002.01.11-22:57:42 to 2002.01.11-22:58:54 
# MIN = -1.000 MAX = -1.000 
# AMBIENT = 0.145 MONITORON 
# UNIT = cd/m^2 
# SIZE = 33 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

0.896 0 0 
1.429 7 1984 
2.13 15 3520 

3.024 23 4928 
4.134 31 6272 
5.512 39 7552 

7.235 47 8960 
9.154 55 10240 
11.516 63 11584 
14.174 71 12928 
17.373 79 14336 
21.212 87 15808 
25.395 95 17280 
30.612 103 18880 
36.419 111 20480 
43.162 119 22144 
51.135 127 23936 
60.043 135 25728 
70.427 143 27648 
81.845 151 29568 
95.871 159 31680 
110.98 167 33792 

129.042 175 36096 
149.417 183 38400 
172.302 191 40896 
198.928 199 43520 
229.933 207 46208 
263.154 215 49024 
302.624 223 52032 
348.837 231 55168 
398.692 239 58432 
456.914 247 61888 
523.699 255 65472 
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S.MTFs 
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MTF data: 

55 V 

Frequency Output Input MTF 

Ip/mm 

0.345066 623.612244 632.2366452 0.986358903 

0.383671 620.207397 632.2366452 0.980973504 

1.035197 189.832535 210.7455484 0.900766524 

1.151013 185.414383 210.7455484 0.879802133 

1.725328 97.820221 126.447329 0.773604486 

1.918355 93.250214 126.447329 0.7374629 

2.415459 56.956039 90.31952075 0.630606081 

2.685697 51.727921 90.31952075 0.572721385 

3.10559 33.295696 70.24851614 0.473970097 

3.453039 29.289213 70.24851614 0.416937106 

55 h 

Frequency Output Input MTF 
Ip/mm 

0.346141 629.88654 637.95667 0.98735 

0.384658 621.39142 637.95667 0.9740339 

1.038422 155.98103 212.65222 0.7335029 

1.153973 150.28992 212.65222 0.7067404 

1.730703 70.374283 127.59133 0.5515601 

1.923288 61.449028 127.59133 0.4816082 

2.422984 26.430733 91.136668 0.2900121 

2.692604 18.173033 91.136668 0.1994042 

3.115265 6.445469 70.884075 0.0909297 

3.461919 2.608956 70.884075 0.036806 
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127 V 

Frequency Output Input MTF 
Ip/mm 

0.345066 595.12744 598.38439 0.9945571 

0.383142 588.72168 598.38439 0.983852 

1.035197 184.06293 199.46146 0.9227994 

1.149425 179.01764 199.46146 0.8975049 

1.725328 97.781349 119.67688 0.8170446 

1.915709 94.566689 119.67688 0.7901835 

2.415459 60.342903 85.483484 0.7059013 

2.681993 56.967651 85.483484 0.666417 

3.10559 39.783783 66.487154 0.598368 

3.448276 37.341915 66.487154 0.561641 

127 h 

Frequency Output Input MTF 
Ip/mm 

0.3465 607.16846 614.49724 0.9880735 

0.384658 592.00324 614.49724 0.9633945 

1.039501 137.52892 204.83241 0.6714216 

1.153973 132.96591 204.83241 0.6491449 

1.732502 71.309685 122.89945 0.5802279 

1.923288 65.002716 122.89945 0.5289098 

2.425503 31.924511 87.785319 0.3636657 
2.692604 22.497326 87.785319 0.2562766 

3.118503 9.045964 68.277471 0.1324883 

3.461919 3.832038 68.277471 0.0561245 
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200 V 

Frequency Output Input MTF 

Ip/mm 

0.345066 660.90314 670.09642 0.9862807 

0.383671 657.60242 670.09642 0.9813549 

1.035197 194.53365 223.36547 0.8709208 

1.151013 186.99011 223.36547 0.8371487 

1.725328 93.785393 134.01928 0.6997903 

1.918355 86.047432 134.01928 0.6420526 

2.415459 46.909115 95.72806 0.4900247 

2.685697 41.113529 95.72806 0.4294825 

3.10559 20.474476 74.455158 0.2749907 

3.453039 15.625541 74.455158 0.2098651 

200 h 

Frequency Output Input MTF 

Ip/mm 

0.3465 627.35278 656.00166 0.956328 

0.384658 613.60669 656.00166 0.9353737 

1.039501 159.04794 218.66722 0.7273516 

1.153973 153.59137 218.66722 0.7023978 

1.732502 78.014206 131.20033 0.594619 

1.923288 68.861107 131.20033 0.5248547 

2.425503 34.793785 93.714523 0.3712742 

2.692604 24.783945 93.714523 0.2644622 

3,118503 10.528934 72.889073 0.1444515 

3.461919 4.270566 72.889073 0.0585899 
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COMPUTERIZED CRT SNR MEASUREMENTS: EFFECT OF PHOSPHORS 

Dev P. Chakraborty Ph.D., Jiahua Fan and Hans Roehrig Ph.D. 

University of Pennsylvania and University of Arizona 

We compared the image quahty of two Siemens 5Mega Pixel CRT displays for mammography, one with a 

P-45 phosphor and the other with a P-104 phosphor, both calibrated according to the DICOM standard for a 

maximum luminance of 500 Cd/m2. hnages (512 x 512 x 8 bits) of computer generated test-patterns were 

digitized by a CCD camera at a magnification of 8, resulting in 1316 x 1036 x 14 bit image files. The CCD 

images were analyzed by the template-correlation method suggested by Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW), 

yielding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimates for the test patterns. 

The patterns consisted of targets superposed on uniform backgrounds and uniform fields. Three background 

values were used with DDL values of 55,127 and 200, and each uniform field was imaged 15 times by the 

CCD camera. Each signal image consisted of 25 identical targets, each consisting of a periodic array of target 

elements, which were dots or horizontal or vertical line-segments. The pixel value difference between the 

target and the background was varied systematically, as was the spacing between the target elements. 

Templates were constructed in the manner described by TW except that a special alignment technique was 

used to account for the scan lines. In all 162 target containing CCD images and 45 uniform field images (for 

each monitor) were analyzed using the non-prewhitening ideal observer template of TW with a zero 

frequency filter. 

For each test-pattern type and spacing, the dependence of SNR on target contrast was non-linear, and could 

be well fitted with a 2-parameter exponential rise-to-maximum fimction, thereby allowing the identification 

of low-contrast and high-contrast SNR values. For high-contrast signals the P-45 phosphor did better than P- 

104, except at the highest luminance, where the reverse was true. For low-contrast signals the performance of 

the two monitors was almost identical across the entire luminance range. 

It should be noted that the TW method yielded precise (-2%) SNR measurements quite independent of any 

assumptions about the MTF, NPS or pixel intensity distribution. We believe this method is ideally suited to 

the evaluation of the new AMLCD devices that are becoming available, whose evaluation presents special 

problems to conventional linear system analysis. 
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Computerized measurement of mammographic display image quality 

Dev P, Chakraborty*^ Mahesh Sivarudrappa"', Hans Roehrig'' 

^University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Hjniversity of Arizona Health Sciences Center, Tucson, AZ 85724 

ABSTRACT 

Since the video monitor is widely believed to be the weak link in the imaging chain, it is critical, to include it m the total 
image quality evaluation. Yet, most physical measurements of mammographic image quality are presently limited to making 
measurements on the digital matrix, not the displayed image. 

A methodis described to quantitatively measure image quality of mammographic monitors using ACR phantom-based test 
patterns, ihe maage of the test pattern is digitized using a charge coupled device (CCD) camera, and the resulting image file 
is analyzed by an existing phantom analysis method (Computer Analysis of Mammography Phantom Images, CAMPI). The 
new method is calkd CCD-CAMPI and it yields the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) for an arbitrary target shape (e.g.. speck, 
rnass or faber). In Ais work we show the feasibility of this idea for speck targets. Also performed were physical image quality 
characterization of the monitor (so-called Fourier measures) and analysis by another template matching method due to 
Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW) which is closely related to CAMPI. 

The methods were applied to a MegaScan monitor. Test pattems containing a complete speck group superposed on a 
noiseless back^ound were displayed on the monitor and a series of CCD images were acquired. These images were 
subjected to CCD-CAMPI. and TW analyses. It was found that the SNR values for the CCD-CAMPI method tracked those of 
the 1 wmethod^ although the latter measurements were considerably less precise. The TW SNR measure was also about 25% 
larger than the CCD-CAMPI determination. These differences could be understood from the manner in which tiie two 
methods evaluate the noise. Overall accuracy of the CAMPI SNR determination was 4.1% for single images when expressed 
as a coefficient of variance. =»       -=, r 

WhOe the SNR me^ures are predictable from the Fourier measures flie number of images and effort required is prohibitive 
and it is not suited to Quality Control (QC). Unlike the Fourier measures and the TW method, CCD-CAMPI is capable of 
yieldmg speck SNR on a smgle rniage. Hiis is based on preliminaiy work and more complete testing is underway. B^ed on 
the early promismg results, we expect diat the CCD-CAMI mefliod can be adapted to routine image QC of monitors using 
mexpensive equipment. 

Keywords: Display Quality Control, Mammography, Digital, ACR phantom, CAMPI, CCD 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A digital mammography imaging system utilizes m image captare device, usually a flat panel imager, to digitize the post- 
patient x-ray mtensity distribution into a digital matrix. The digital pkel values are processed (e.g., flat field and gain 
corrected, perc^tually Imearized, windowed and leveled, etc.) and displayed on a video monitor. The mammographer views 
the monitors md makes the clmical diagnosis. Most relevant to the mammographer is the quality of the image displayed on 
the monitor. Yet, most physical measurements of mammographic image quality are presently limited to making measurements 
on the digital matrix, not the displayed image. Smce the video monitor is widely believed" to be the weak link in the digital 
mammography imagmg chain, it is critical, to include it in the total im^e quality evaluation. 

Most current methods of monitor image quality evaluation involve makmg subjective (human-observer based) measurements 
usmg test pattems, e.^, the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) test pattern. These measurements 
are convenient but suffer from lack of precise quratification. Physical measurements can overcome these limitations, and 
indeed such measurements are sometimes performed in laboratory settings'**. Tliese yield fiindamental measures of image 
?nnS ^    as Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), Noise Power Specmim (NPS) and Detective Quantum Efficiency 
M "lil^i ^if^ ^^^^ °" extensive use of the Fourier Transform, they are often collectively referred to as Fourier 
Measures. While the Fourier measures are extremely important for system optimization, they are too complicated and 
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expensive for routine QC usage. In addition, they do not directly yield a summary task-specific me^ure. For example, from a 
QC point of view, it is advantageous to have an image quality measure that is expected to reflect the performance of 
mammographers on common clinical tasks, e.g., speck, fiber and mass detection and characterization. Such task-specific 
measures are commonly obtained for analog mammography imaging systems by imaging the American College of Radiology 
(ACR) accreditation phantom. 

Computer Analysis of Mammography Phantom Images (CAMPI) is an image quality evaluation method that we 
introduced*'"'***'" several years ago. It yields quantitative image quality measures that are task-specific and relatively simple 
to calculate. CAMPI software has so far been limited to analyzing the digital matrix. The primary aim of this work was to 
extend CAMPI to measure image quality of the displayed image. Since it utiliMS a CCD device to digitize the monitor image, 
the new method is called CCD-CAMPI. 

The CAMPI method is closely related to a method suggested earlier by Tapiovaara and Wagner"*" in the context of 
fluoroscopic image quality measurement. We propose a variant of this method, which can be used to measure the image 
quality of monitors. The second aim was to apply the Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW) and the CCD-CAMPI methods to a 
common image set and do a preliminary comparison of the two. 

2, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND ANALYSIS 
CAMPI Methodology 
Early applications of CAMPI were to analog screen-fitai mammography systems, but recent work h^ extended these 
measurements to digital mammography with small-field-of-view biopsy machines". The method requires obtaining several 
insert images of the phantom wax insert, flie extraction of regions-of-interest (ROIs) containing the target structures from 
these images, registering the ROIs corresponding to a given target to each other, and averaging them. For each target type, 
the final averaged ROI (template) is used to calculate the image quality indices for the actual images to be evaluated (test 
images). The CAMPI indices are defined in our previous publications (see Ref, 6). Of interest is the speck Signal-to-Noise- 
Ratio (SNR) me^ure, which is defined as the ratio of two cross-correlation values, the signal and the noise respectively. 
Each cross correlation value is measured with an aperture having the same size and shape as the speck. Tlie noise is defined 
as the standard deviation of the cross correlation values measured at background (noise) locations. The signal is defined as 
the incremental cross correlation value measured at the speck (signal) location. Formally, SNR = signal/noise. Note fliat this 
analysis does not require the target objects to have a particular well-defined shape. The reason for the focus on the SNR 
measure is the fact that this measiure correlates weU with tiie observer's perception of speck visibility**. 

CCD-CAMPI 
The adaptation of CAMPI to monitor evaluation, called CCZ?-C4M'/analysis, consists of new pre- and post- acquisition 
procedures followed by normal CAMPI analysis. For this investigation we limited ourselves to measuring the speck SNR. 
The pre-acquisition procedures were as follows. For each speck in the first-fliree microcalcification groups (Ml, M2 and M3 
using our past notation) we averaged the extracted ROIs from x-ray images of an ACR phantom insert. The averaged ROI 
pixels were contrast diluted and added to a noiseless image. The resulting image was used as an intermediate template image 
of the CCD/CAMPI method. Separate templates were created in this manner for Ml, M2 and M3. Each template was 
displayed on the monitor to be evaluated and the resulting luminance distribution was digitized with a CCD camera. The post 
acquisition steps consisted of dimensionally scaling each template so that it had the same geometry as the acquired CCD 
images. ROIs extracted from the former were ^e final templates, which were used to calculate flie SNR of the actual CCD 
images by running the usual CAMPI mialysis. Since the input test pattern is noise free, an ideal monitor is expected to yield 
an infinite SNR. The SNR values as measured by this method (CCD-CAMPI) are being proposed as image quality metrics 
for evaluating monitors. 

The x-ray images of the ACR phantom insert were obtained at 20 kVp and 8 mAs with a Min-R screen-film system. The 
images were digitized at 12-bits per pixel with a Lumisys LS-lOO digitizer operating at 50-micron pixel si^. Using the 
CAMPI 'average' mode", speck regions from 15 such images were averaged. This yielded 18 ROIs, each containing 31x31 
x 12-bit pixels. As part of the averaging, an extrapolated bilinear background term was subtracted from each speck region to 
remove the effect of the varying background intensities. For the resulting ROI a typical minimum speck pixel value was about 
-500, which rises to 0±10 as one moves away from the minimum intensity region of the speck. To suppress noise in the 
background region, all digital values in the ROIs whose magnitudes were below 30 were replaced with zeroes. A 525 x 525 x 
12- bit non-target image was created, in which all pixels were initialized to a pixel value of 2047. Adding a diluted version of 
a speck group created the tai^et image. The dilution factor (d) is defined as the number by which the pixel values are diluted 
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(i.e., divided) before addition to the noiseless image. All images to be displayed on the monitor were tansfomed to 8-bits by 
dropping the 4 least significant bits. Therefore, the noiseless background value was 127 on the 8-bit image. The notation for 
the 12-bit templates is illustrated with two examples: M2-01 is an intermediate template created from the M2 specks by 
superposing them directly (d = 1) on a noiseless background of pixel values equal to 2047. Likewise Ml-05 is created from 
Ml by first dividing the pixel values of the original averaged ROT by a factor of five (d=5) and then supeiposing on a 
noiseless background of pixel values equal to 2047 (see Fig. 1, top panel). 

The 8-bit images were displayed unaltered on a MegaScan display monitor at the Univereity of Arizona The camera 
magnification was adjusted so that there were 9 CCD pixels per CRT pkel, corresponding to a linear magnification of 3 For 
each input image the CCD camera acquired ten 1317 x 1035 x 14-bit images. An example is shovra in the bottom panel of 
Fig 1, for M1-05-CCD, which is the CCD image corresponding to Ml-05. This CCD image was displayed under high 
contrast conditions pnor to printing. Note that unlike the mput image, this one has a fmite signal-to-noise ratio The emct 
magnification was modeled as 3f, where the correction factor f was calculated by determining the speck coordinates in an 8- 
bit template and the corresponding CCD image. Linear recession was applied to the distances between pairs of specks in the 
two images. This yielded the appropriate correction factor t We obtained f = 1.0157+0,0004 for the three templates. Thus 
each 8-bit template image was magnified (bilinear interpolation was used to scale the image) by a fector of 3f to mimic the 
geometry of the CCD acquisition. The scaled image is a test pattern for CAMPI analysis. Speck ROIs extracted from this test 
pattern served as the final CAMPI templates. Note that no Anther averaging was needed, as the test pattern is the truth. 

The calculated SNR values were corrected by multiplying the measured value with the dilution fector For example for 
Ml-05 the measured value was multiplied by 5. The SNR values reported below are corrected values. Also calculated as'part 
of CAMPI analysis is a quantity called the speck normali2ation (NORM) which is the standard deviation of all pixel wlues 
within the speck ROI. Hiis is a measure of total speck intensity and we have observed in ttie past that the SNR values are 
Imear with NORM. The measured NORM values were similarly corrected for flie difference in dilution fectore. 

Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW) Methodology and its adaptation 
The TW method was originally developed for fluoroscopy. One acquires a series of fanages (typically several hundred 
fluoroscopic frames) of the phantom background plus the target object, and averaging them to form the TW template To 
evaluate a particular fluoroscopic imaging condition one acquires two sets of images under that condition: a set of images of 
the background plus the target object, followed by a set of images of the background only. TVpically 180 frames might be 
obtained m each case, for a total of 360. Next one calculates the cross correlation (CC) of the template image vdth each of 
these 360 frames. The average n and standard deviation o of the CC values for the two phantom configurations are 
calculated We denote these quantities by (p„^, CT^^^) and (pt^^t, a^^^ for the taiiet plus background and background 
respectively. The SNR-TWofthe target is then given by ^ s^     ^ 

bNM -1W = £— Equation 1. 
<j      +o" 

In the proposed adaptation of the TW method to monitor unage quality evaluation, we used an 8-bit template described above 
for CCD/CAMPI. An additional 8-bit noiseless test pattem, in which all pixels were initialized to a pixel value of 127 served 
as the background (non-target) test pattem. The two patterns were individually displayed on the MegaScan monitor and 10 
CCD unages were acquired in each case. Ten images were also acquired of the two other 8-bit templates used for a total of 
40 CCD images. The 8-bit truth templates described above for CCD-CAMPI were used to calculate the appropriate cross- 
correlation values on these images. On the target images the cross-correlation was calculated at the appropriate speck 
locations. On the background images the cross-correlation was calculated at the smne locations. 

• 
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Figure 1: The top panel is an intermediate template image, Ml-05, of the 5-times diluted Ml specks superposed on a noiseless 
background. The bottom panel is the corresponding CCD image (M1-05-CCD) obtained from the MegaScan monitor. The 14-bit 
CCD image was displayed at very high contrast (window = 10, level = 12,018) to visualize the noise. Faint ringing artifacts are 
seen along the scan-line direction to the right of each speck. For the CCD-CAMPI analysis only one image like the bottom panel 
is needed. For the TW analysis, ten images like the bottom panel and 10 of a noiseless image are needed. Note that unlike the top 
panel image, the bottom panel image has a fmite signal-to-noise-ratio. 
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Details of image acquisition 

A high performance digital camera, based on a Fairchild-LoralCCD was counlcH tn a «,„„•»      •      -,f 
lens. Fig. 1 si^ows the i™age acquisition set-up. A laptop c^ipu^Jo'tSf 41 ^^^^^^^^^ 
nnaged onto the CCD and one attempts to over-sample the image (to avoid interf^STce wiA ^"0^ MTTO captol a 
complete nncrocalcfication group, for this project the magnification was set to 3 CCD pixels per CRT Vixef^Lr 

llfnlxe, TIT"" C^^"f "nS"" ' ^^^^'^"^ ""'^'^^^ ^P^™*^'' "^ ^ Dome displa/cotol i f^-l) a 1 fs^ 
2304 pixels. The low noise of the CCD camera was achieved by thermoelectric cooling to -10 degrees Celsius Sie CCD 
pixel x-direction was closely aligned with the raster lines. The camera was read out at 500 kHz. The Sntast 4 iSi ofle 
camera is nommally 14 bits. A flat fielding procedure corrects spatial non-uniformity of the CCD cai^tralspSfSnoiS 
md vipiettmg of the coupling lens. The pixel matrix is 1317 x 1035, the pixel si« is 0.0068 mm -^e ilStag »t ^^^^^^ 
N&on Macro lens with a focal length of 55 mm. Hie f - stops of the lens range from 02.8 to f/16 ^Hu^lt^S of L 
momtor was not a problem as the displayed field was small and the depth of focus was sufficiently largfAn Hs t frolt of 

t lem '' ""^ "P"""'" ''■'''"'" °''*™y "^''* ™' consequently assures reduction of velLg gl^ by 

^'■' 

t,   / 

Figure 2: This siiows the CCD measurement set-up. Shown are the monitor to be tested, the CCD camera, the x v r 
positionmg device and the laptop computer. In practice a hood is present between the monitor faceplate and the cam'era 
lens, which blocks ambient light. ^ camera 
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.r^ Fourier Measurements 

llie software used to analyze the images from the CCD camera is based on the Interactive Data Language (IDL. Research 
bystems Incorporated) software. Programs were written to perform a variety of image analysis tasks, like deteiminine Noise 
Power Spectra usmg 1-D and 2-D Fourier Transform. MTF from the Line Spread Function, mean and standard deviation 
statistics, makmg horiTOntol^and vertical profiles and so on. Hie brightness and contrast controls of the CRTs were adjusted 
^^f^^ SMPTE^pattem • . The display luminance transfer fimction was determined following the recommendations of the 
DICOM standard . This specifies that the display fimction is to be measured by displaying a square with area 10% of the 
displ^ area m the center of the CRT, on a background with a luminance of 20 % of maximum luminance. Using a Minolta 
Spot Photometer LS-110 we measured the luminance in the center of the square target at about 30-command levels resulting 
in 30 equal luminance steps over the whole luminance range of the monitor. 

To evaluate the NPS we captured flat field images, i.e. noiseless fields on the monitor set to 5%, 15% 25% 50% 85% 90% 
and 100% of maximum luminance with the CCD camera, using imaging times from 0.5 to 1.5 sec. The Noise Power Spectra 
was determmed from the 2-D Fourier Transform of the flat images after subtraction of the mean value in the image in order 
to avoid large offset values at zero spatial frequency. 

The square wave response (SWR) was measured. Square waves were displayed on the display by setting a CRT line to 'on' 
and a CRT line to 'off in horizontal or vertical directions. To satisfy the linear CRT assumption, we used small signal 
excursions (10% modulation). Rectangular fields were filled with square wave patterns. The fields were approximately 130 x 
512 CRT pixels, for measurements in vertical direction, and 512 x 130 CRT pixels for the horizontal direction Also a flat 
field set to 20% of maximum luminance surrounded them. The SWRs were measured for +/-10% input Michelson-contrast in 
lummance around 4 different luminance levels of 15%, 25%, 50%, and 85% of the maximum luminance. MTFs were 
calculated from the SWRs, using standard methodology based on the Fourier decomposition of square waves. 

3. RESULTS 
CCD-CAMPIandTW 
The CCD-CAMPI analysis resulted m 180 SNR values in all, corresponding to the 10 CCD images and the 18 specks The 
TW analysis resulted in 18 eighteen additional SNR-values, one for each speck. A summary of these results is given in Table 
1. This lists the template image name, the speck location as seen on Fig. 1; the NORM quantity; flie speck SNR, flie 
coefficient of variance (CV) of the SNR values calculated over the 10 CCD camera images, and the SNR as calculated by tiie 
TW method. Location '0' is the central speck, location T is the one at the 6 O' Clock position, and the count proceeds 
clockwise. Shown in Figure 3 is a plot SNR (CCD-CAMPI) vs. NORM. There are 18 points in all, coiresponding to tiie three 
speck groups studied. A systematic upward shift of the Ml-SNR values of about 25% is evident. The straight line fitted erfier 
excluding tf^se points has excellent correlation (r^ = 0.9989). It is remarkable that scaling flie Ml-SNR values down bv 25% 

le 
are 

^^^ ,^ „  "S, approximately 4%. 
Figure 4 shows a plot of SNR (TW) vs. SNR (CCD-CAMPI). Tie regression is constrained to pass toough the origin The 
two methods are seen to track each other and the TW method yields ^out 24% higher SNR values flian CCD-CAMPI 
Comparison of this plot to Fig. 3 suggests that the TW method is fafrly noisy when only 20 images are used This m discussed 
later. 

Fourier Measurements 
Fig. 5 is a plot of tiie display luminance transfer characteristic. The luminance to digital value plot (CCD sensitivi^) is highly 
Imear over 4 orders of magnitude. Nominally, the CCD digital value was equal to 1308 times the luminance in foot-lamberts. 
Fig. 6 is the NPS in the scan-line (horizontal) direction for the case that the input to the CRT was 180 ADU The MTF at 2 
Ip/mm was about 0.12 in the horizontal direction and 0.18 in the vertical. 
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Image   Speck Location  NORM 

Ml-05 
Ml-05 
Ml-05 
Ml-05 
Ml-05 
Ml-05 
M2-02 
M2-02 
M2-02 
M2-02 
M2-02 
M2-02 
M3-01 
M3-01 
M3-01 
M3-01 
M3-01 
M3-01 

SNR CV 
CCD-CAMPI   CCD-TAMPT 

SNR 
TW 

0 12.22 2503.1 0.043 3081 
1 8.32 1717.2 0.037 2641 
2 9.50 1957.9 0.037 2461 
3 9.28 1886.1 0.043 1747 4 12.81 2537.9 0.039 2973 
5 9.31 1914.8 0.039 2438 
0 8.13 1358.3 0.050 1818 
1 7.13 1192.8 0.055 1524 
2 5.50 973.8 0.049 913 
3 5.84 1034.5 0.045 1407 
4 6.43 1101.7 0.046 1707 5 7.58 1277.5 0.040 1553 
0 4.24 786.2 0.036 822 
1 3.27 646.4 0.034 808 
2 3.49 667.1 0.032 706 
3 3.25 625.4 0.034 772 
4 4.06 759.5 0.027 1306 5 4.29 793.1 ^^- 0.045 971 
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Figure 3: Shown is a plot SNR (CCD-CAMPn vs NORM There arp i s nnW. ,■„ „ii 
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y = 1.2383x 
R^ = 0.8974 

1000 2000 

SNR (CCD-CAMPI) 
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F,gje 4: Shown is a plot SNR (TW) vs. SNR (CCD-CAMPI). The regression is comtraiiied to pass throuA the 

ScT^T^'r*' *"' ""'^St *"* ^^"^ °*^ »*» ***« TW method yields about 240/;^^^ 4^' 
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Luminance Characteristics of tte Megsscan Monitor 
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Gray Level(ADU) 

300.00 

r<^^!vIS. f^ *^ lummance transfer characteristic of the MegaScan monitor used in fliis study ITie 
CCD-CAMPI test patterns we used had an average value of 127. The CCD digital output was cios"ly^meS^^i& 1 
lummance. Nommally, the CCD digital value was equal to 1308 times the luminance in foot-liem 
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Noise Power Spectrum ctUsgascm 
Monitor using a PI04 Phosphor /^-- 

4.CK3 SM 
Frequency t^p/nm) 

Figure 6: This figure shows the NFS of the MegaScan monitor used in this study The measurement 
was m the scan-Ime (horizontal) direction for the case that the input to the CRFWS Tg^SS 

4 DISCUSSION 

mowed M ae noise de»„„fa.«„„.. i. SS^o^Jr^e^SSy'rdS'cfirf^KS t'^f" "'  * 
flie mtnnsic accuracy of the CCD-CAMPI method K about d i«/ f™ i^iT-^ " aew« oieterget From Table 1 it is seen fliat 

taege-»-ta.yv^,M^„,^e„X:Sf4Src^SjS^tSSbm^",:r^cji^ 
The accuracy for groups of 10 hnages would be ^10 times smaller i e  1 1»/ -nT-   u    A,U    , ^^^-CAMPI algonflm. 

^CCD-CA^Ij^thNORMfuggeststhatthes^terSFy^etiS^^^^ known that noise is especially difficult to assess acciiratPlv Tn P™^« tJ      ^^^ '^ method. It is well 
NFS. The reason for Se larger^tal w mSk^du^to^ ™^^ T ^""f^"' "^^ ™^«^ *" °bt-i« ^^^ 
i.e., one noise sample per iJage as comp^e^o^w 300 fale C^I^C^S^" °'"™" '^'^ '^"^ ^''^^'^ 

m;s:^ScD'?,eiSif;™,t;^^^^^ 
specks could have led to a measuremmt^tel^ pi^elf^^S^ ^^^T '^^^ <' « °f ^27) in the Ml 
feet, due to the Imiited availability of^^S ie M S temil? ^®1 ".*' ^''^ '*"'*"^ M2 and M3 specks. In 
effect could also be due to CRT noSSrst FL 5 f fin?      ^'   '^^^u ""^""^"^ '=™*°»ri°8 ^ffe**- The 
theories. CJtherplarniedmeasu^mi^i^ltySce^^ 
aperture settings, exposure time, CCD matrix orientation with respSt to Sto S^!,£r!i'^ (magnification, 
fiber and mass targets and different monitors As resard^ the i-ff^rt.JfU i '^' P^^^^^ measurements are to 
expecttocoirectflrthisinthetoui^by^sftiiirSelcD^^^^ 
Fig. 5) and making CCD-CAMPI measLments on tlftosfomed p^ ^''*^ """"^ '^"^^ °^*« ™*°^ <-^^^ 

^?aSiis^^s;s^^^^^ 
example, wecoulddigitallydesigndiffe=-t^:o?Li:tSr^^ 
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important in mammography, e.g., discriminating benign from malignant specks. ITie CCD-CAMPI test pattern is similar m 

exactly TTie essential d fference is that the target objects in the test pattern are not bar patterns or step wedges rather thev are 
clmicaUy signte objects (i.e  specks, fibers and masses) whose visibility is of dirert relevance t^m^lgSiw 
teeobjects can be small and of irregnlar shape, conventional densitometric measurement techniques ^oSedTo to 
CAMPI IS well suited to calculating the SNR of these arbitrarily shaped objects. 

ne SNR image quality metric has the following advant^es over visual evaluation of test patterns, such m the SMPTE It is 
objective and more precise and it results in task specific metrics. For example, the speck SNR is e^ectedlo dos^mtok 
Ae perfomance of die monitor for visualizing specks. THe Fourier measures require sophisticated Llysis and mmy il^L 
hi princip e " stold be possible to calculate the SNR based on the physical measuremlits. TTie SNR d^penl o3 

™S.f' T' ^' '°T* !™^^' *"'*^°"' *^ ^"'^^ ^'Snal and the NPS» The Mationsh| cSfe'li 
numenca y and we expect that this will confirm the CCD-CAMPI measurements. Indeed, we plan to conduct slch 
bridgmg meyiu-ements in the future. However, we believe that flie CCD-CAMPI method represents a more convenient and 

2 ^f ^*^°d *« Foimer measurements camiot be applied to single images. Of the three metiiods, CCD-CAMPI is by far 
tiie most convenient. WA adaptation to inexpensive CCD devices that are becoming available, we Expect that a low-Jst 
device can be produced that wiU allow the measurements of image quality of a maJnography monitor in S to 15 

With adaptation to me^ensive CCD devices that are becoming available, we expect that a low-cost device can be produced 
|at wdl allow the Technologist to measure the image quality of a mammography monitor in less than 1 sli^tes Sa 
device would work m conjmiction with template ffles stored locaUy on the workstation to produce a compteOC report of 
monitor miage quality. The assessment would cover speck, mass and fiber image quality L their vSSovS moJL 

l^^^cSrihnr-S^'^Jlf''''?? of measuring video display image quaUty for digital mammography using the 
CCD-CAMPI method. The method could be used to measure relative performances on different monitors.^ik k alsl 
underway to characten^ teunage quality loss introduced by the CCD camera and perform absolute measurement of CRT 
miage quality with other CCD cameras, e.g,, a digital camera. iuc<u.tucmcnion.K.i 
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Anomalous Nodule Visibility Effects in Mammographic Images 
Dev P. Chakraborty and Harold L. Kundel, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 

ABSTRACT 
This study was undertaken to further investigate recent reports of unusual contrast-detail (CD) behavior in images with 
mammographic backgrounds, namely threshold contrast for detection increased with nodule size for Gaussian nodules  In 
this work we investigated the effects on the CD curve of allowing differently shaped nodules, in particular nodules with 
sharper edges. The following types of nodules/disks were studied: Gaussian shaped nodules and blurred disks, the latter 
characterized by a radius and an independent edge sharpness parameter. In a second type of disk the edge blur was held 
proportional to the disk radius. Ideal Observer detection thresholds were calculated for different nodule/disk radii ranging 
from 1.5 to 15 mm and observer performance studies were conducted. Noise power spectra (NPS) measurements confirmed 
the frequency dependence previously reported, NPS a: 1/f''. For the Gaussian nodules we confirmed the reported CD 
behavior, with threshold contrast oc radius" I However, for the disk nodules with fixed blur edges we observed different 
behavior (larger objects required less contrast), with threshold proportional to radius ■"-*. For the disk nodules with variable 
blur the threshold contrast was ataiost independent of radius. In summary whUe we dupUcated the reported CD diagrams for 
Gaussian nodules, different behavior was observed for nodules with edges. We conclude that in addition to considering the 
details of the noise, it is necessary to consider the signal properties in more detail. 

Keywords: Mammography, nodules, detection threshold, ideal observer models. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
The threshold contrast for detection is defmed as that contrast that yields a specified detection rate. Most imaging physicists 
are familiar with contrast-detail (CD) diagrans, which show the threshold contrast necessary for detection as a function of 
size of the object to be detected. In this paper we define the CD diagram to be a plot of the logarithm of threshold lesion 
amplitude vs. the logarithm of the radius. This plot typically has negative slope, as larger objects generally require less 
contrast to detect them. In feet, based on a Rose model [1] calculation for white (i.e., uncoxrelated) noise one expects a slope 
of-1 on a log-log plot. The negative slope appears to be reasonable since one expects a larger object to produce a larger 
measured signal, thereby increasing the numerator of the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Also the associated noise generally 
decreases with the size of the object to be detected, since more pixels are being averaged. It is less well known that the 
expected CD diagram depends criticaUy on the nature of the background noise. It has been shown recently [2, 3] that if the 
noise power spectrum h^ an inverse power law dependence on spatial frequency, i.e., 1/f ^ with P> 2, as is true for 
mammographic backgrounds, qualitatively different behavior was observed, namely the threshold contrast increased with 
lesion size. 

Burgess' calculations [3] were made for a class of nodules termed 'scalable' in the sense that they could be characterized by 
fimctions of r/a, where r is the distance from the center and a is the nodule radius. For example, for Gaussian nodules the 
function is exp (.r^/2a-). For scalable nodules he showed that the slope m of the CD diagram on a log-log plot was m = (P- 
2)/2. Note that with scalable nodules it is not possible to independently specify the sharpness of a nodule's edges. The 
scalability criterion represents an assumption that real nodules may not satisfy. An example is a nodule characterized by both 
a size parameter (the lateral extent of the nodule) and an independent edge-sharpness parameter, namely how rapidly the x- 
ray transmission changes near the edge. Since the human visual system tends to accentuate edges [4], the CD behavior could 
change significantly based on the presence or absence of such edges. The objective of this study was to test the effects of 
deviations from scalability, specifically to investigate the mfluence of including an independent edge parameter on nodule 
detection in mammographic backgrounds. 

Presented in the following sections are details of the nodules and disks studied, the ideal observer methodology used to 
calculate threshold amplitudes and the noise power spectra measurement. These are followed by details of the observer 
experiments and the results. 
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2.METH0DS 
2.1 ANALYTICAL 
2.1.1 IDEAL OBSERVER MODEL: In order to understand human observer performance it has proven use&l to study a 
variety of model observers, also called numerical observers, which are algorithms for calculating the SNR for specified signal 
and noise statistics [2,5,6]. The model observers differ from each other in how much use is made of information regarding 
the imaging task. In this work we used the Fisher Hotelling (FH) observer, sometimes called the pre-whitening matched 
filter, which takes into account knowledge of both the signal and the noise statistics, and the non-prewhitening matched filter 
with eye-filter (NPWE). Observer internal noise was neglected. Following Ref 3 we describe a nodule profile by specifying 
its amplitude rather than its contrast, the two approaches being equivalent. Fourier methods were used to calculate the 
threshold amplitude for a given signal and noise [7] for the Fisher- Hotelling (FH) numerical observer. Two classes of 
cylindrically symmetric nodules were generated for this study: blurred disks (BD) and Gaussian nodules (GiN) see Figure 1. 
The amplitude of the Gaussian nodule SoNfr, a) is defined by 

^GN r,   a)   = A exp 
2a2 i Eqn. 1 

where A is the peak nodule amplitude. The blurred disk amplitude fimction SBD (r, a, a) is defined as a two-dunensional 
convolution of the Rectangle fimction n(r/2a) ( = 1 if r < a and = 0 otherwise) and the Gaussian fimction | (r, cr): 

'BD r,   a,   a)  =ATl(r/2a) 00(r,   O)  , 

where CT is the edge-blur parameter and 

2a2 

Eqn. 2 

Eqn.: 

The Fourier Transform (FT) of a radially symmetric two-dimensional fimction is a Hankel transform. Using results fi-om [8], 
the Hankel transform of the blurred disk amplitude function is given by 

SBD(f,   a,   a)   = A -Mi_i^ZIifIxexp[-2 7r2a2f2],   Eqn.4 

where J, is the Bessel function of order 1, and f is the radial frequency. The Hankel-transform of SGN(r, a) is given by 

-In a^ f2 
SGN (f f   a)   = A e 

In either case the STNR of the Fisher-Hotelling (FH) numerical observer is given by 

/-co f^2 

Eqn. 5 

SNR^ (A)   = f/   a; 
0 ^^^    NFS (f) 

df 
Eqn. 6 

where NFS is the Noise Power Spectrum of the background and s(f, a) is the relevant Hankel transform. The SNR is 
equivalent to the detectability index d' measured with a Two-Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC) experiment[9]. Since SNR 
is proportional to A, one has SNR(A) = A SNR(1). The threshold amplimde AT, defined by SNR(AT) = 1.0 is given by AT = 
1/SNR(1). The integral in Eqn. 6 Was evaluated numerically using 20*-order Romberg integration as implemented m the 
Interactive Data Language (IDL) development system (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO). All calculations were also 
repeated with the NPWE observer using the formula given in Ref 3. 
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Figure 1: The solid line shows the radial profile of a blurred-disk nodule, with radius a = 
15, edge blur pai^meter CT = 1.5, and the dashed line is for a Gaussian nodule with radius a 
= 13. 

In addition to the blurred-disk model with fixed edge blur described above, we also studied nodules in which the edge-blur 
parameter was proportional to the nodule radius, CT = 0.3 a. These will be referred to as VB (variable blur) disks to 
distinguish them from the previously described FB (fixed blur) disks. 

2.1.2 NPS MEASUREMENTS: TTie Noise Power Spectrum (NFS) of mammographic backgrounds was measured using 256 
X 256 ROIs (regions-of-interest) randomly rotated, using nearest-neighbor interpolation, and extracted from digitized 
mammograms. The rotation served to average over any non-cylindrically symmetric asymmetry present in the images and to 
be consistent with the subsequent NPS analysis. A larger (by a factor of 1.414) square ROI was extracted around an operator 
chosen pomt in a relatively homogeneous region of the image. This ROI ms randomly rotated around the center and the 256 
X 256 ROI was then extracted. By choosing to rotate the larger ROI we eliminated the possibility that missing or invalid 
pixels would contaminate the smaller one. 

We followed the Digital Fourier Transform (DFT) convention given in [10]. Before takmg the DFT it is necessary to apply a 
wmdow fiinction to prevent leakage of power between frequency channels[l 1]. We used the Hannmg window fiinction H^ 
(0 < j,k < N-1, where N is the number of pixels per square ROI-edge) defined by [12]: ^ 

H jk   =   Wj   W^: Eqn. 7 

and 

Wj = 
l_ 
2 

cos 2 JT j 

N - f Eqn. 8 
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The window normalization factor W^s is defined by 

N-1 

Wss= Z   "3' w,2 
jffeo • Eqn.9 

With these definitions tlie NPS, in units of mm", is given by 

I DFT (Hik lik)   1^ P^ 
NPS   =   —!      ^      ^ 

Wss ' ^^^- ^° 

where I is the average-subtracted ROI and P is the monitor pixel size, equal to 0.15 mm in our case. As a check on the 
normalization the sum of the NPS values divided by the area of the ROI, should yield the variance of the pixel values. 

Finally a radial-frequency average was performed by averaging all pixels in the 2-dunensiDnal NPS matrix at a fixed distance 
from the origin in fi-equency space. The measurement was repeated for 60 images, and the individual-image NPS functions 
were averaged. In this manner we determined the NPS (f) function of spatial fi-equency. The NPS function was fitted to the 
following empirically determined form (all logarithms are with respect to base 10): 

log (NPS (f))  = A   + B f - log (D+ f^) , Eqn.ii 

where A, B and p were treated as fitting parameters and D was fixed at (1/256)^ to prevent the NPS fi-om going to infinity at 
zero frequency [3]. The NPS algorithm was also tested on simulated Gaussian noise images and images of an ACR phantom. 
In our experience the effect of the Banning window was fairly significant. Without it the phantom NPS also showed 
unrealistic ~ 1/f^ frequency dependence, which disappeared on use of the filter. 

2.2 OBSERVER STUDIES 
2.2.1 NODULE GENERATION: Gaussian nodules of unit amplitude were generated using Eqn. 1. To generate blurred- 
disk nodules we convolved a Rectangle function of suitable radius with the Gaussian fimction defined in Equation 3. Six (6) 
nodule sizes with radii ranging from 1.5 mm < a < 15 mm were generated and the blur parameter a was held at 5 pixels (0.75 
mm) for the FB disks and 0.3 a for the VB disks. The display window (512 pixels square) was not large enough to 
accommodate the largest disk in the VB condition. We did not employ a look-up-table to linearize the display as 
recommended in Reference 3). Linearizing the display and physical imaging chain may be insufficient since a significant 
source of uncoirected non-linearity, the human observer, exists beyond it 

2.2.2 IMAGES: Fifty (50) screen-film mammograms were digitized (Lumisys LS-lOO) at 100-micron spot size for this 
smdy. Note that the digitizer pixel size is iixelevant to this study - it is the monitor pixel size (0.15 mm) that enters the 
formulae. Typically twenty to forty 512x512 ROIs were extracted from each image witii the constraints that (1) the ROIs 
were separated by at least 100 monitor pixels (1.5 cm) in the horizontal or vertical direction, and (2) the ROIs were extracted 
from areas of reasonably uniform breast thickness. ROIs from different unages were displayed in pairs on a 2048 x 2560 
monitor (BARCO MGD-5, Clinton Electronics, Rockford, IL) driven by a DOME MD-5PCI display card (Dome Imaging 
Systems, Inc, Waltham, MA) using a Dell Optiplex computer running the Wuidows NT 4.0 operating system. A simulated 
nodule, as described above, was randomly superposed (i.e., added) at the center of one of the image-pairs. An algorithm 
using histogram analysis, applied separately to each image of the pair, was used to determine linear look-up-tables to display 
the images at optimal contrast and.brightness. The region used to determine the histogram was confined to the central 
256x256 region of the image. 

2.2.3 READERS: Figure 2 shows the user interface for the human reader studies. The readers for this study were paid 
subjects (university students and staff) with good vision. They were told that a nodule was always present at the center of 
one of the image pairs. Their task was to indicate with a pointing device which side (left-or-right) was more likely to contain 
the superposed nodule. A modified QUEST algorithm [13] was used that utilized all preceding observer responses to 
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determine the amplitude of the nodule for the next presentation, to achieve a target detection r^e of 92$i (corresponding to a 
d* of 2.0).  QUEST also calculated the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the threshold amplitude mid its uncertain^. 
The experiment was terminated after 512 image paks had been viewed. The MLE value of the nodule amplitude at that point 
was defined as the threshold amplitude. 

Tlie readers were trained on 200 ROI pairs randomly drawn from the set described above, and these results were not scored. 
Following each response the software indicated if the reader's selection was correct or incorrect. The continuous feedback 
condition was maintained for tlie duration of the studies. A total of 6 readers performed the experiment for six nodule-radii 
and three nodule types (Gaussian, fixed and variable blur disks). The viewing distance was not restricted. 

woAFC uaia. Collection 

^»» 

Figure 2: The user interfece for the 2AFC human reader experiments. The two regions shown are 512 x 
512 ROIs extracted from mammographic images. At the center of the left ROI is a 3 mm (20 pixel) radim 
blurred pixel disk witfi edge blur = 1 mm. Reference examples of the disks at tiiree different contrasts were 
displayed below this window. 

3.RESULTS 
3.1 NPS Measurements 
Figure 3 shows the NPS data plotted as logio(NPS) vs. frequency and the fitted function according to Eqn. 11, The fitting 
parameters were A = -2.0, B = 0.4 and (3 = 3.1. The parameter p is, of course, ttie exponent of the inverse power law 
dependence of NPS on fi^quency, i.e., if the constant D in Eqn. 11 is neglected, then for small frequencies NPS ~ 1/f P. All 
curve fitting was done using Sigma Plot software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). ITie fitted NPS fimction was used to calculate the 
threshold anplituctes of the nodules, as shown in Eqn. 6. 

3.2 Analytical Threshold Resulte 
3.2.1 Gaussian nodules: In Figure 4 die logaritlim of the amplitoide du-eshold is shown versus the logarithm of the radius in 
mm. This is seen to be similar to Figure 1 in Reference 3, the differences could be accounted for by the differing noise power 
speeds used. The peak direshold occurs at radius = 29.8 mm. Also shown is a straight line with slope 0.5, which is the 
limiting behavior at small radius. It is seen diat for the Gaussian nodules our results confirmed the findlnp reported in the 
earlier study. 
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3.2.2 Blurred Disks: For the blurred disks with fixed edge blur of 0.75 mm, we found different behavior, as shown in Figure 
5. For the range of nodule sizes studied, the threshold amplitude decreased as the radius increased, with an approxunate a'" 
dependence. Finally, as shown in Figure 6, for the blurred disk with variable edges we found behavior similar to that for 
Gaussian nodules. The results shown here are for CT = ka, with k = 0.3. The peak occurs at radius a = 49.5 mm. For the 
NPWE numerical observer we obtained qualitatively similar results. The only substantive difference was that the thresholds 
were somewhat higher as compared to the FH observer. This is consistent with the fact that the NPWE observer is necessarily 
less efficient in detecting signals than the FH observer. 

2 3 

Frequency (Ip/mm) 
Figure 3: This shows Noise Power Spectra (NPS) results for mammographic backgrounds 
plotted as logio(NPS) vs. fi-equency. The solid line is the empirically determmed fitting 
function described in Eqn. 11. 

log(radius) 
Figure 4: Contrast-detail pJot for the Fisher-Hotelling numerical observer, showing the 
variation of threshold with radius (in mm) for Gaussian nodules. Note the increase in 
threshold with radius for radius less than 29.8 mm. Also shown is a straight line with slope 
0.5, which is the predicted behavior at small radius. 
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Figure 5: A contrast-detail plot for the Fisher-Hotelling numerical observer, showing the 
variation of threshold with radius (in mm) for fixed blur disks with a = 0.75 mm.  Note the 
uniform decrease of threshold with radius. The straight hne is a regression fit to the data 
points with slope = -0.5, which is the predicted slope. 

1.0 1.5 

log(radius) 
2.0 

Figure 6: Contrast-detail plot for the Fisher-Hotelling numerical observer, showing the 
variation of threshold with radius (in mm) for variable blur disks with a = 0.3 a. Note the 
resemblance of the behavior to that shovm in Figure 4 for Gaussian nodules. The straight 
line, the luniting behavior at small radius, has slope = 0.5. The maximum occurs at a = 49.5 
mm. 
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3.3 Human Observer Threshold Results 
3.3.1 Gaussian nodules: Figure 7 shows the measured thresholds vs. radius, on a log-log plot, for the Gaussian nodules. The 
observed slope was 0.2 + 0.09, which should be compared to the predicted value of 0.5. The standard deviation of each data 
point is about 10%, of which roughly 4% is the case sampling eiror, and the rest is mter-and intra- reader variability. 

3.3.2 Disk nodules: Figure 8 shows the measured thresholds vs. radius for the FB disks with cr = 0.75 mm. The observed 
slope was -0.28 ± 0.06, which should be compared to the predicted value of 0.5. Similar results were observed for other 
values of (j in the range 0.075 < o < 5.00. As a becomes smaller, the threshold amplitude drops. This is consistent with the 
notion that the increased edge information decreases the need for the observer to rely on amplitude to detect the nodule. For 
the variable blur disks the threshold data were observed to be constant to within the experimental uncertainly (5%), indicating 
that one is near the peak of the CD curve whose general fonn is shown in Fig. 4. 

3.3.3 Efflciency: The human observer and ideal observer results can be combined to yield the efficiency of the human 
observer, defined as the square of the ratio of human and ideal observer d's[14]. This reduces to the square of the ratio of the 
ideal and human observer amplitude thresholds. Typically the efficiencies ranged fi-om 10% to 20% for the FB disks, with the 
larger disks yielding smaller efficiencies, and 25%-80% for the Gaussian nodules, with larger nodules yielding greater 
efficiencies, and 15% to 50% for the vmable blur disks, with the larger disks yielding greater efficiencies. The uncertainty in 
the efficiency numbers is considerable, about 30%. 

Human Observer, Gaussian Nodules 
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Figure 7: Contrast-detail plot for 4e average of six human 
observers showing the variation of threshold with radius 
for Gaussian nodules. The regression line has a slope of 
0.20+0.09, which should be compared to the predicted 
value of 0.5 for the FH observer. 

Figure 8: Variation of threshold with radius for the 
average of sk human observers for fixed blur disks with cr 
= 0.75 mm. The regression line has a slope of-0.28 ± 
0.06, which should be compared to the predicted value of 
-0.5 for the FH observer. 

4.DISCUSSION 
As indicated m the Introduction these experiments were undertaken to further investigate an imusual and significant result 
reported earlier in these proceedings. Our results confirmed the earUer findings for the Gaussian nodules. The NFS 
measurements, on an independent set of images, are in good agreement with the quoted range of exponents in the earlier 
studies. Tlie fixed blur results can be'understood by noting that as the disk becomes larger the edge mformation does not 
shift to lower spatial fi-equencies, as is true for Gaussian nodules. Therefore, the low frequency noise does not interfere with 
the edge information, leading to increased SNR and decreased threshold. While the shape of clmical nodules is open to 
question, one may get clues from the field of Computer Aided Detection (CAD) mammography. Researches in CAD have 
found it necessary to include other independent features to characterize clinical masses, e.g., edge gradient, spiculation. 
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texture, etc. Each of these features could result in deoartures from the ^ralnhiUt,, ,„        .• , ,     ^ ,   . 
warranted. We have shown that the presence of an tadSeSe J^Sf^^^^ "^^ °^*^"' "^^* ^ 
that expected for scalable noddles, nLely one cS obsf^fcD c™^^^^ *=^»8« *« f ^^^'^^ &«» 
demonstrated.   In spite of significant departures from the under wL^nSn' ^T   I ""^ ^° '1°^^^ ^ ^' ^^""^ 
method appears to be able tofualitatively predict CDhla^^l^l^f^J^S^fft       Tfr?2' *' ''""!f 
be overestimated). Lastly, this study emph'asizes the need tolo^M^^^tl^^lf: ^tll^ ^elSS''° 
progression m human perfonnance modeling has been from simple phanlms (i.e., flSbaSJoS wMtfnoS ^ 

^LIclTxroSeSr"""^ 
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Measuring CRT display image quality: effects of phosphor type, pixel 
contrast and luminance 

Dev P. Chakraborty*, Jiahua Fan, Hans Roehrig (University of Pittsburgh, Department of Radiology, 
4200 Magee, 300 Halket Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15213) (JF, HR University of Arizona, 1501 N. 

Campbell Ave, Tucson, AZ 85724) 

ABSTRACT 

There is much interest in methodology for accurate measurements of display image quality that is suitable for evaluation 
and Quality Control purposes. This work aimed to assess the image qualities of two mammography Cathode Ray Tube 
(CRT) displays for the detection of small targets simulating microcalcifications. Twenty five test patterns containing 
single pixel targets with variable background values and contrasts, and uniform background test patterns, were 
generated. Each test pattern was displayed on a P-45 and a P-104 five mega-pixel monitor and images were acquired 
with a CCD camera. An existing method for measuring Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of targets on uniform backgrounds 
was adapted by including a crucial step to suppress the spurious effects due to the raster lines in the display. It was found 
that SNR scaled linearly with target contrast and increased with background luminmce.^ The P-45 phosphor w^ 
superior at low luminance. Preliminary indications are that this method may be the preferred way to evaluate AMLCD 
displays. 

Keywords: Displays, CRT, measurements, SNR, matched filter, evaluation, test patterns, CRT phosphors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The cathode ray tube (CRT) display is recognized as a weak link in the digital mammography imaging chain' and 
consequently there is interest in measuring and optimizing CRT unage quality. This work aimed to assess the image 
qualities of two mammography CRT displays for the detection of small targets simulating microcalcifications. Before 
describing the application to CRT displays, we summarize the widely accepted Fourier method that is used for assessing 
the physical image quality of a general imaging system. It involves determining quantities characterizing the input- 
output characteristics of the imaging device, such as H&D curve for screen film systems, the Modulation Transfer 
Characteristic (MTF), the Noise Power Spectrum O^PS), and the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). Manufacturers 
of imaging equipment rely heavily on these measurements for system design and optimization, but these measurements 
are usually difficult to implement for clinical use or quality control, since they require significant laboratory resources 
and expertise in mterpreting the data. Even if standardized software is made available (e.g., an AAPM Task Group, TG 
16, is working on standards for Noise Power Spectrum analysis) it can be difficult to predict the effect on clinical 
performance of MTF and NPS data. For example, if the MTF curves of two imaging systems cross, then for small 
objects the system with the higher limiting resolution will be better, whereas for larger objects the opposite may be true. 
With raster scan displays there are additional problems. For these reasons it is desirable to use a task-specific figure of 
merit. Some time ago we proposed^ that the detectability, as quantified by SNR of targets chosen to resemble objects of 
clinical interest on a uniform background, be used as such mettics. For example, the object to be detected could be a disk 
of radius R (similar to a microcalcification). One measures the cross correlation (the summed product of corresponding 
pixel values) of the image of the disk with an aperture, when the latter is aligned with the image of the disk. The aperture 
fimction is defined to be unity within a circle of radius R, and zero elsewhere. Similarly, one can measure the noise cross 
correlation when the aperture is pqsitioned elsewhere, and the ratio of the signal to the standard deviation of the noise 
cross correlation is the desired SNR for detection of the disk object on a uniform background. Since the SNR can be 
calculated from the Fourier me^urements the two approaches are not fimdamentally different. However, the SNR 
approach has the practical advantage that it can be readily implemented. A formal embodiment of this idea was 
proposed* by Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW) who showed that by using an appropriately blurred target (via the system 
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MTF) as the aperture function, one obtains the non-pre-whitening matched filter (NPWMF) SNR, which has been 
widely used in ideal observer models. This type of model observer is ideal (in the sense of maximum SNR) if the noise is 
white. For non-white noise, the corresponding filter is the pre-whitening matched filter, implementation of which 
requires knowledge of the NFS of the imaging system. The TW approach appears to have been neglected. Besides the 
original application to fluoroscopic image quality*, we know of only one other application of the TW method to medical 
imaging, namely the Computer Analysis of Mammography Phantom Images (CAMPI) method developed by us''**'. 

In the context of CRT displays there is the additional problem of how to deal with the scan-lines. The presence of the 
periodic scan-line pattern, even when displaying a uniform field, implies that the NPS and MTF will yield peaks at the 
corresponding frequency, and possibly at its harmonics. This makes it difficult to uiterpret measurements near these 
frequencies . Moreover, the human observer normally views the CRT images at a distance at which the scan-lines cannot 
be spatially resolved. Therefore, relating the Fourier measurements to the human observer results is difficult for raster 
scan displays. For these reasons, while we recognize the advantage of the Fourier methods for basic investigations of 
imaging system performance, there is a need for alternate methods, particularly for raster scan displays, and we believe 
that the TW method, which does not involve calculations in Fourier space, is a more promising approach. 

This work sought to asses the image quality of two mammography CRT displays, with different phosphors, for the 
detection of small targets simulating microcalcifications. Images of computer generated test patterns of single-pixel 
targets on a uniform background were displayed on the monitor and captured by a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. 
A model observer TW-based method was used to measure the SNR of the targets. 

2. METHODS 

We followed the method described by Tapiovaara and Wagner (TW) with an important modification. In the TW method 
one starts with a set of independently acquired images of a fixed background with a superimposed target (referred to as 
background + target), and a set of background-only images. Random imaging system noise is present in each of these 
images, which ultimately limits the detectability of the target. In the TW method one subtracts pairs of background + 
target and background images to estimate the target, along with residual subtraction noise. An average over all such 
subtracted pairs is performed to minimize the subtraction noise. This yields an estimate of the target, appropriately 
blurred by the system spatial resolution loss, which is referred to m the template. The process of determining the 
template will be referred to as the training step, which needs to be performed only once for a target. If a second set of 
independently acquired background + target and background images is available, and assuming that the pixel noise is 
"white", one can compute the NPWMF-SNR for the detection of the target in the second set of images by calculating the 
cross-correlation between the template and each registered image in the second set. The mean of the background + target 
and background cross correlations are calculated, which are denoted by Hs and n„ respectively, as well as the 
corresponding standard deviations, denoted by a^ and (T„ respectively. The final SNR is given by SNR = (Hs - n„) / ^/((crs^ 
+ <In')/2). 

In the case of a CRT display it can be seen that, unless special precautions are taken, the estimate of the template can be 
contaminated by the scan lines, which will generally not cancel out in the subtraction step. Use of the scan-line 
contaminated template will lead to incorrect SNR estimates. Accordingly we devised a scan-line suppression step that is 
necessary when the TW method is applied to displays such as CRTs that have an underlying raster stracture. 

2.1 Test Patterns 
Eight (8) bit 512 x 512 digital test patterns consisting of a regular array of single pixel targets ("dots") on a uniform 
background, were generated. The dot spacing was 6 pixels and the uniform background pixel value was set to one of 
three values, 55, 127 or 200. Th^ pixel value difference between the target and the background, referred to as "dot- 
contrast", was varied in steps of 10 between 0 and a maximum value, where the maximum value was typically 100, 
excepting when the background was 200, when it was restricted to 50 to satisfy the 0-255 pixel value range imposed by 
the 8-bit display. Note that images with zero dot-contrast were also generated; these are the background images. The 
non-zero contrast images are the target + background images. 



2.2 Image Acquisition 
Studied were two 5-megapixel (2048 x 2560 x 8 bits) monitors manufactured by Siemens, whicli were identical in all 
respects except that one had a P-45 phosphor and the other had a P-104 phosphor. Each was calibrated according to the 
DICOM standard' to a maximum luminance of 500 Cd/m^. The calibration curve of each monitor (i.e., luminance as a 
function of display driving level) was recorded. Each 8-bit test pattern was displayed as Display Driving Level (DDL) 
values, i.e., without any further look-up-table modifications. Three CCD camera images (each 1316 x 1036 x 14 bits) of 
the central region (164 x 129) of each test pattern were acquired at a magnification factor of 8. Each CCD image of 
target containing test patterns contained about 27 x 22 imaged dots. To avoid problems near image edges we restricted 
analysis to the 500 (25 x 20) central dots. Representative portions of the images are shown in Fig. 1. Care was taken to 
align the CCD camera with respect to the test-pattern so that the dots on a row of the test-pattern were aligned with a row 
of the CCD image matrix. The camera was shielded from extraneous light with an opaque drop-cloth, and ambient 
illumination of the room was minimized. For a particular monitor the camera acquisition set-up was undisturbed for the 
duration of the image acquisition. The CCD image acquisition procedure was repeated for the different test patterns and 
for both monitors. 

The monitor luminance calibration data was fitted to an analytical fimction to allow the luminance data to be readily 
interpolated to DDL values. To correct for monitor luminance non-linearity, each CCD image was converted to DDL 
values via this fimction (i.e., it was linearized). 

2.3 SNR Calculation 
Corresponding background + target and background CCD image pairs (training images), were used to estimate the TW 
template. 

2.3.1 Locations of the target dots 

For a given monitor and for a particular high dot-contrast image, the location of the top-left-comer dot in the CCD image 
was manually determined using a mouse and cursor. Since the acquisition geometry w^ undisturbed, and we knew the 
approximate distance between any two neighboring dots (i.e., 6x8=48 pixels, ignoring geometric distortion effects), this 
one measurement sufficed to estimate the approximate locations of all target-dots in all images originating from this 
monitor. Each approximate dot location was a pair of integer valued pixel coordinates. A pair of correction values for 
each dot location was found by an alignment procedure that involved estimating an intermediate template (48 x 48 
pixels, see Step 2.3.2), specifying a trial shift value (generally a small fi-actional number), extracting a 48 x 48 region 
surrounding the shifted location (all pixel shifting was done using bilinear interpolation), calculating the linear 
correlation coefficient between the extracted region and the intermediate template, and repeating the procedure for 
different trial shifts (in both x and y directions) until the correlation was maximized, at which point the shift parameters 
were the desired corrections. These values were saved and the procedure was repeated for all dots, all test patterns and 
both monitors. 

2.3.2 Intermediate template 

This was the average of ten 48 x 48 dot-regions calculated as follows. The starting template, assumed to be a two- 
dimensional Gaussian with standard deviations, along the raster and perpendicular directions, of 3 and 2 pixels, 
respectively, was realized on a 48x48 matrix. Using correlation coefficient maximization, this template was used to 
sequentially register the first ten dots along the raster direction. At each registered location we extracted a 48x48 dot- 
containing region, and calculated the cumulative average of the extracted regions (the first extracted region replaced the 
Gaussian, and each succeeding region was added with appropriate weight). This template was used for the alignment of 
all the dots as described in Step 2.3.1. 

2.3.3 TW Template 

Unlike the intermediate template used in Steps 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the TW template was obtained by averaging 500 dot- 
regions in the CCD image after applying a scan line suppression algorithm at each region, 
a)    A 240 X 240 pixel region Si, which was sufficient to encompass a 5 x 5 array of dots, was extracted fi-om a target 

image (Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the process). To accentuate the scan lines a 3x3 kernel smoothed version was 



subtracted from Si. A similar region Ni was extracted from the corresponding location from the background image 
of the training image pair, and similarly scan-line accentuated. A small vertical shift was applied to Sj to register the 
scan lines in the two images (in our notation the scan lines are running in the x-direction, see Fig. 2), The necessary 
vertical shift was estimated by maximizing the correlation coefficient of two one-dimensional arrays obtained by 
averaging Nj and Si, respectively, along the horizontal direction. To allow for differences in scan line intensities 
between S, and Ni, we calculated Di = Ni - fi Si, where fj is a scale-factor, initially set to unity, which was varied 
to minimize the standard deviation of Di. The factor f, was necessary to allow for differences in scan line intensities 
between target and background images, which could occur due to temporal fluctuations between acquisitions. For 
example, if the scan lines in Si have lower amplitude than those in Ni, fi will need to be greater than 1 to obtain 
scan-line cancellation and consequent minimization of the standard deviation of Di. 

b) The region Di, containing the 5 x 5 array of scan-line-suppressed-dots, was analyzed at each dot location using the 
location information saved in Step 2.3.1. At each location we extracted a 48 x 48 region that was locally-registered 
(using two dimensional pixel shifting) to the most recent TW template estimate (the initial TW template estimate 
was the intermediate template determined in Step 2.3.2). After each location was registered, the TW template was 
updated by the corresponding extracted 48 x 48 region, in other words a 'running' average was performed on the TW 
template. 

c) When all 25 dots in the 240 x 240 region Di were used up, the analysis in Steps 2.3.3(a) and 2.3.3 (b) was repeated 
with a new 240 x 240 background + target region S2, containing a fresh array of 5 x 5 dots, and the corresponding 
background region N2, and D2 was computed using D2 = N2 - f2 S2, and so on. The running average on the TW 
template was continued until all 500 dots were used up. The final TW template was therefore the result of 
averaging 500 dot-regions obtained from a target + background and background image pair. 

2.3.4 Zero frequency correction of TW template 
This was accomplished by subtracting the mean value of the TW-template from the template. The difference was used in 
the subsequent SNR calculation in Step 2.3.5. This subtraction has the effect that average brightness information in the 
image yields zero cross-correlation, and therefore does not contribute to the SNR. It is believed to yield SNR values that 
correlate better with human observer detectability of the targets than using the uncorrected template. 

2.3.5 SNR Computation 
Since three CCD images were acquired for each test pattern, there were two background + target and two background 
images that were not used in the fraining step described above. These images, referred to as the Testing Images, were 
used along with the TW-template determined in Step 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, to calculate the SNR. The cross correlations 
between the TW - template and the 1000 registered target locations (500 per background + target image), and with the 
corresponding 1000 locations on background images (500 per background image) were calculated. Note that no scan line 
suppression was used in this step, as we wished to measure the total detectability, which may be influenced by the 
presence of the scan lines. 

2.4 Training and Testing Image Combinations 
The calculations were repeated for 2 other choices of training and testing image pairs. For example, with three repeated 
acquisitions per test pattern, denoted by 1, 2 and 3, we trained on 1 (containing a background + target and background 
image pair) and tested on 2 and 3 (containing two background and two background + target image pairs). Likewise we 
frained on 2 and tested on 1 and 3, and finally we trained on 3 and tested on 1 and 2. The final 3 values of SNR were 
averaged to obtain a grand mean, and the corresponding standard deviation of the SNR values was also calculated. The 
last quantity yielded a measure of SNR variability, CT(SNR), resulting from the method. 

The above analysis was repeated for all test patterns and both monitors. 

3. RESULTS 

The top-left figure in Fig. 3 shows the first extracted 48 x 48 region obtained in Step 2.3.3(a), i.e., before application of 
the scan line suppression procedure. It shows that the scan-lines are easily visible. The top-right figure in Fig. 3 shows 
the effect of applying the scan-line suppression step. Note the partial suppression of the scan lines. The last figure in Fig. 



3 shows the effect of averaging 500 regions like that shown in top-right Note the near elimination of the scan lines. With 
a base-line shift, the last figure in Fig. 3 bottom is the final template used in the analysis for this CCD image-pair. 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the measured SNR on dot-contrast, for the P-45 monitor (left column), for three values 
of background pixel value (from top to bottom, 55, 127 and 200 respectively). The dot-contrast was defined above as the 
difference between the dot and background pixel values. Figure 4 right column shows the corresponding plote for the P- 
104 phosphor. 

The slopes of the regression straight-lines in Fig. 4 (denoted by m) were used to define measures of image quality that 
were independent of the dot-contrast. Both m and its standard deviation CT(m) were calculated using a weighted least 
squares fitting procedure (REG in SAS) with weights CT(SNR). Figure 5 shows a summary plot of the SNR of targets at 
equal Michelson contrasts - obtained by multiplying m by the corresponding pixel value. The multiplication is necessary 
as m represents the SNR per unit dot contrast. This is because Michelson contrast equals dot-contrast per background 
pixel value. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Note the close linearity of the plots in Figure 4. If the monitor linearization correction was not used, then the plots were 
systematically nonlinear, typically increasing to a maximum and subsequently decreasing. Once the signal has been 
linearized, one expects SNR to be proportional to dot-contrast. The observed high degree of linearity confirms this 
expectation and moreover, is an indication of the overall accuracy of the SNR measurements (estimated to be about 2%). 
Note that the template is measured under identical conditions as the test images. This has the advantage that non- 
linearity and beam spreading effects that affect the template are automatically included in the measurements. 

The re^on for using the larger (480 x 480) region to align the scan lines is that an ROI that is too small (e.g., 48 x 48) 
will yield a small and noisy correlation between the two-sets of scan-lines in background + target and backgroimd 
images respectively), which cannot be accurately maximized. With the larger region there are more pixels within the 
scan-lines, so that a larger and more sharply peaked correlation is obtained. If the region is too large then the geometrical 
distortion introduced by the monitor will yield a point of diminishing returns. Also it is desirable to exclude the region of 
the dots from contributing to the correlation coefficient, as spurious low values will result due to the absence of dots m 
the background images. In practice an equivalent effect was obtained by enhancing the scan lines in both images (by un- 
sharp masking), as this suppresses the dot regions. 

It should be noted that the P-45 phosphor is not normally calibrated at such high maximum luminance (500 Cd/m^). A 
more typical value for this type of monitor is 300 Cd/m^. Therefore it is not surprising that the P-45 monitor deteriorated 
at the highest luminance. The P-104 phosphor is designed for higher luminance applications, so as to be less sensitive to 
ambient lighting conditions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A model observer method was used to calculate the NPWMF SNR of the targets. Investigated were the effects of target 
contrast, background luminance and phosphor type. It was found that the SNR was linear with pixel contrast, SNR 
decreased with increasing background luminance and, for the target studied, the P-45 phosphor was superior to the P-104 
phosphor for luminance less than 200 Cd/m2, above which the measured performances were equivalent. 
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Figure 1: Shown are representative CCD images of the test patterns for the P-45 monitor (left column) and the P-104 monitor 
(right column) at three background pixel values: 55 (top row), 127 (middle row) and 200 (bottom row) respectively. The target 
test patterns consisted of single pixel "dots" spaced by 6 pixels in each direction and were imaged at a magnification of 8. 
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Figure 2: Template estimation: sliown is a schematic of the dot-targets (sliown as filled circles) and the scan-lines (shown as 
dotted lines), superimposed on which is a 240 x 240 region of interest S,. The scan-lies in S, were aligned to a similar region Nj, 
extracted from a background image. The two were then subtracted, following which smaller square regions (48 x 48, one of 
which is shown) were extracted and averaged. The diagram is not to scale. 



Figure 3: TW template estimation procedure: the top-left figure shows a 48 x 48 pixel region S,, extracted as shown in Fig. 2. 
The top-right figure shows the effect of aHgning and subtracting the scan lines from a background image - note the suppression 
of the scan lines. The bottom figure shows the result of averaging 500-regions like the top-right figure - note the near elimination 
of the scan lines. This was the TW template for this test-pattern. 
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Figure 4: Contrast dependence of SNR: The left column shows the dependence of the measured SNR on dot-contrast, for the P- 
45 monitor, for three values of background pixel value, 55, 127 and 200 respectively. The right column shows corresponding 
plots for the P-104 phosphor. The slopes of the regression straight-lines in this figure were used to define measures of image 
quality that were independent of the dot-contrast, see Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. This shows a plot of the SNR of targets at equal Michelson contrasts as a function of background luminance. It was obtained 
by multiplying the slopes of the straight Unes in Fig. 4 by the corresponding background pixel values. Note the superiority of the P-45 
monitor at luminance below 100 Cd/m^. 
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